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SUMMARY 
The general purpose of this study is to develop methods for 
determination of economically-optimal design parameters for in-process 
screening inspection of multistage production systems, wherein items 
must be processed sequentially through a series of production operations 
and where there is a maximum number of defects allowed for a completed 
unit. Screening inspection is defined as the type of inspection by 
which the product is classified into categories by inspection of every 
item. Defects are assumed to be generated according to stationary 
Poisson distributions. 
There is introduced the concept of tightening inspection speci­
fications—that is, rejecting an in-process item which has number of 
defects less than the tolerated number. It is then shown how the in­
corporation of in-process inspection into a production line is related 
to a sequential decision problem. 
Two production environments considered in the study are described. 
In the first case, a producer, who already owns a fixed stock of raw 
material, is manufacturing until he exhausts a fixed level of resource 
availability. In the second situation, a manufacturer is producing to 
satisfy a fixed production goal, so that any defective item must be 
replaced by reprocessing a substitute. Economic consequences asso­
ciated with courses of action for disposition of inspected items for 
the two environments are discussed. 
Economic factors involved in the design of in-process inspection 
system are presented. The system measure of effectiveness is selected 
to be the maximum expected gain per item. Gain is defined as the dif­
ference between revenue and cost related to a processing item in the 
system. Revenue is obtained from sale of finished product or scrap. 
Cost is considered to be the expenditure of monetary resources in 
processing an item through the system. It is classified into 
two categories: (a) inspection costs, and (b) production costs. Each 
group is subdivided into two classes: fixed and variable. It is 
reasoned that the magnitude of production costs at a given stage would 
be larger than that of inspection costs, because of the relative nature 
of production and inspection operations . 
The analysis of a production system when producing from a fixed 
stock is then discussed. The first decision problem considered is the 
determination of inspection specifications associated with an inspection 
program. A dynamic programming model is formulated. A numerical 
example is solved for a three-stage production system. Dynamic program­
ming methods can be used to determine the most economical specifical 
limits for a given inspection program. The computational procedure is 
not complex and is practical. In addition, savings in computing effort 
can be obtained in the case where there are runs of no-inspection stages 
in the inspection program. Graphical and numerical illustrations are 
given in such case. 
The next class of decision problem presented is that of locating 
the economically optimal inspection points in a production line—that 
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is, determination of the optimal inspection program. Using the dynamic 
programming model formulated and the expected value criterion as bases, 
a procedure is developed to solve this decision problem. A four-stage 
production system is used to demonstrate the procedure. The same 
numerical data for the first decision problem also are used to illus­
trate the procedure. The computational scheme is rather easily imple­
mented. This class of decision problem is interrelated with that of 
finding specification limits. Using the number of inspection programs 
completely evaluated as the basis for comparison, the procedure developed 
would save computing effort up to half of the complete enumeration 
approach. 
Then a production system when producing to a fixed quota is 
discussed under two variations. Variation 1 employs special processing 
wherein an item rejected, but not defective, is processed to completion 
under conditions highly controlled so that no more defects are intro­
duced. This special treatment will result in increased production 
costs. A replacement for a defective item also uses this special 
processing. Variation 2 is the one in which a rejected item results 
in another item being started into regular processing. The decision 
problems of determining locations of inspection operations and specifi­
cations are considered. It is noted that, for a given inspection 
program, the two production environments result in different specifi­
cation limits, even though the identical decision rules are used for 
final inspection. A similar argument holds for the optimal inspection 
program problem. 
xii 
The third class of decision problem presented is the determina­
tion of the minimum cost inspection sequence, to be followed at each 
inspection operation. The item may acquire multiple types of defects 
at all production operations of the system. A model of expected unit 
cost as a function of the inspection sequence is developed. A procedure 
for finding the minimum cost inspection sequence is given and illustrated 
with a numerical example . The procedure proves to be useful in reducing 
computing effort as compared with the complete enumeration. It is 
reasoned that this decision problem can be treated separately from the 
problems of determining locations of inspection operations and specifi­
cations at each stage. 
As a result of this study, it is recommended that there be 
further study in considering process control for the multistage inspec­
tion system, in relaxing the assumption that no defects are removed by 
subsequent operations, and in developing minimum cost testing sequence 




One of the most important factors to be considered in the control 
of a multistage production process is the quality of the resulting 
product. The conventional approach is to inspect completed product 
items to discover whether they conform to specified design characteris­
tics. However, such an inspection policy used as the only means of 
quality control may result in unnecessary expenses. When the manufac­
turing item becomes defective at some early stage of the production 
process, the processing of the item through the remaining stages of 
the process would result in unnecessary expenses both for manufacturing 
the item in those stages and for inspecting the finished product. Such 
a defective item will not bring in revenue at the market price and thus, 
perhaps, should have been removed from the process at that previously 
mentioned "early stage". 
It is therefore logical to reason that there may exist some in-
process inspection policies which might prove to be better from the 
economic point of view, than that of "final inspection" only. Most 
research work has been concerned with inspection procedures applied at 
a single inspection station. It is only rather recently that attention 
has been given to the interrelationships which exist in multistage manu­
facturing systems. 
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Based upon these facts, it seems that there is a need for further 
study in which the inspection program of a multistage production process 
is determined through treatment as a system of interrelated operations. 
Definition of Terms 
Throughout this study, unless stated otherwise, the following 
definitions will be used: 
Screening Inspection will mean the type of inspection by which 
the product is classified into categories by the inspection of every 
item. Occasionally, the term Detail Inspection will be used inter­
changeably. 
Inspection by Attributes will be used to denote the type of 
inspection whereby the inspector observes not only whether or not the 
item is defective, but also the type and its corresponding number of 
defects in the item. 
By In-Process Inspection is meant inspection carried out between 
production operations in the same organization. 
The Manufacturing Process (and also Manufacturing System, Pro­
duction Process3 and Production System) will refer to a set of inter­
related operations for the acquisition, production, and distribution of 
material. Handling, transportation and storage will be considered, for 
simplicity, as operations, as well as processes which are designed to 
change the properties of material. It is not impossible for the item 
to be damaged in handling, transportation, or to deteriorate in storage. 
Feasible points for inspection may exist before all production operations. 
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Scope and Limitations 
The research reported herein considers the design of the attri­
bute in-process inspection operations of the production system. Eco­
nomic criteria are emphasized in considering given design alternatives. 
The present study is confined to product control inspection 
wherein inspection is performed for the purpose of making decisions 
regarding a product item already in the process, whether or not the item 
should be allowed to the next operation stage in the system. This 
implies that no attention is given to process control inspection, even 
though it should be realized that information obtained from product 
control inspection may be of some value to the control of the production 
process. 
It is assumed that all manufacturing operations affecting product 
quality are stable to the extent that defects are generated according to 
stationary Poisson distributions. These operations are assumed to be 
mutually independent, so that the number of defects acquired in one 
operation are independent of those acquired at any other operation. 
Furthermore, no defects are removed by subsequent operations. 
It is assumed that inspection is carried out in a highly efficient 
manner such that the cumulative number of defects generated by preceding 
production operations are noted at all inspection points, and that the 
inspection process itself will neither produce nor remove defects. 
The study reported herein is a conceptual analysis of the effect 
of decision making on the economics of in-process inspection. No 




The general objective of this study is to develop methods for 
determining economically-optimal design parameters for in-process 
inspection of multistage production systems , wherein items must be 
processed sequentially through a series of production operations and 
where there is a maximum number of defects allowed for a completed 
unit. 
The specific objective of the research is the development of an 
economic model and associated optimization methods to solve the follow­
ing decision problems: 
1. Determination of where in-process inspection should take 
place. 
2. Determination of what inspection specifications should be 
employed at the stages where inspection is to take place. 
3. Determination of the sequence for inspection of defect types 
at each stage. 
Two production environments are considered. In the first case, 
a producer is manufacturing until he exhausts a fixed level of resource 
availability, so that a rejected item results in a loss of revenue. In 
the second situation, a manufacturer is producing to satisfy a fixed 
production goal, so that any defective item must be replaced by reproces­
sing a substitute. 
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CHAPTER II 
A REVIEW OF MULTISTAGE INSPECTION SYSTEMS 
Introduction 
In this chapter, reported studies concerning the interrelation­
ships of inspection policy at the stages of a production-line system are 
described briefly. They are presented in order of their time of publica­
tion. Comments on these studies conclude the chapter. 
Review of Multistage Inspection System Studies 
Beightler (1,2) was the first to consider a multistage inspection 
system of a production line as a sequential decision process. A pos­
sible inspection point followed by an actual production operation com­
prises each stage in the process. Items being manufactured are assumed 
to arrive at the line in a lot of fixed size. A crucial assumption made 
is that whenever defective items are discovered, they are immediately 
replaced with non-defective ones. The input to and output from any 
stage is thus that fixed size lot. At any stage, the inspection proc­
ess itself is allowed to produce defectives, as well as to remove those 
found in the sample. Such effects of inspection process upon the lot 
quality are expressed by introducing transition matrices at each in­
spection point of the system. Similar assumption is made for production 
operation at each stage of the system and is represented by another set 
of transition matrices. Cost is associated with a transition in number 
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of defectives in the lot between stages of the process. This cost is 
defined to include the expenses incurred in sampling and those of 
replacing defective items encountered in the processing operation. 
The criterion function is then given as the minimization of the sum of 
expected cost at all stages. Based on these assumptions, a dynamic 
programming model is formulated. The input state variable is the 
probability of the lot having a certain number of defective items. The 
decision variable vector depends upon the sampling plan. An illustrative 
example is given wherein single sampling plans are used at all inspection 
points of the system. The decision variables are then sample size and 
acceptance number. 
Lindsay and Bishop (7) considered a problem of determining the 
inspection levels and locations of inspection points in a single line, 
multistage production process, with material moving through at some con­
stant rate. The measure of system effectiveness is to minimize the total 
sum of inspection costs and scrap costs per unit time. The scrap cost at 
any stage of the system is defined as the cumulative manufacturing costs 
at all prior stages, plus any costs associated with the disposal of de­
fective items at that stage. The constraint imposed is the requirement 
of a specified average outgoing quality. The system parameters are the 
fraction defectives at all stages of the production process, and that of 
entering raw material. It is assumed that a defective item can be 
discovered only by inspection of that item at a subsequent stage in the 
process. The authors approach the problem with dynamic programming 
method. Each stage consists of a possible inspection point, followed by 
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a manufacturing operation. The decision variables are the inspection 
levels at the various stages. They first show analytically that inspec­
tion between any two production operations should either be applied to 
all items or be nonexistent. In other words, the total cost of inspec­
tion and scrap for a multistage process will, in general, be at a 
minimum for some allocation of screening inspection effort, provided 
that the inspection level at each stage is either 0 or 1. Therefore, 
N 
there would be 2 possible screening inspection policies for an N-stage 
production system. It is then shown by means of an example that 
dynamic programming methods could be used to find the optimal inspection 
program. The authors also considered the case where the requirement for 
a specified fraction defective is removed, but instead there is explicit 
consideration of the costs incurred from those defective items which 
reach customers. In other words, the measure of effectiveness in this 
case is the minimization of the total of the costs of finding and remov­
ing defective items from the line, and of the costs associated with those 
defective items which are not removed from the process. It is concluded 
that the optimal inspection level at all stages will again be at an 
extreme point, either 0 or 1. The dynamic programming computation proce­
dure is also claimed to be applicable to find the optimal screening 
inspection program. 
Johnson (5,6) structures the problem of finding an optimal in-
process inspection plan of an ordered production line, as a multistage 
decision process with an application-conscious attitude rather than a 
problem-solving one. His measure of effectiveness is the maximization 
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of net return. The production goal concept of the organization is 
introduced and is incorporated into the modelling process. There are 
two types; namely, production to a fixed quota, and production from a 
fixed stock. Items being manufactured are assumed to arrive at the 
system with some constant rate. Each stage consists of a possible 
inspection point, and a production operation, in that order. Based 
upon Lindsay and Bishop's finding that an optimal inspection program 
has the property that at every stage either all items are inspected 
or otherwise no inspection is done at all, Johnson takes a feasible 
optimal inspection policy where all items are inspected at all stages. 
It is then reasoned that under most real situations in industry, there 
is a maximum number of defects allowed for a completed unit. That 
allowable number is, most of the time, greater than one. Furthermore, 
he proposes the concept of tightening the inspection specifications--
that is, rejecting an in-process item which has a number of defects 
less than the tolerated number—at the inspection point of earlier 
stages. Economic consequences associated with the available courses of 
action for disposition of inspected items are explicitly discussed. 
Based upon these, a dynamic programming model is formulated for each 
production objective, along with an illustrated example. It is con­
cluded that artificially severe specification limits should be con­
sidered, and that dynamic programming methods can be utilized to deter­
mine the most economic limits of number of defects in an item. Sug­
gestions are made in case there is more than one type of defect. 
White (11) postulates a multistation inspection model for an 
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ordered production process in a very similar way to that of Beightler 
(1,2). However, he makes his cost structure more explicit by breaking 
it up into two components—inspection cost and cost of replacement. At 
the final stage, there is, in addition to the two components mentioned, 
a cost associated with each defective item that is not discovered. 
White assumes that manufacturing cost at all stages is zero, and that 
the fraction defectives of the production operations are constant. The 
model of finding an optimal inspection plan is then formulated by the 
functional equation approach of dynamic programming. White shows that 
an optimal inspection level at any stage exists at the extreme points. 
In other words, the optimal inspection plan has the property that at 
every stage of the manufacturing process either the whole lot (or 
batch) is inspected or otherwise no inspection should be performed at 
all. An illustrative example is then given to show how the formulated 
dynamic programming model can be used to determine an optimal in-process 
inspection program. 
Pruzan and Jackson (9) are the first group outside the United 
States to study the allocation of in-process inspection effort for a 
sequential production system. They used Lindsay and Bishop's finding, 
that the optimal inspection level at all stages is at the extreme 
point (i.e., detail inspection or none at all), as the basis to 
develop two dynamic programming models. Their decision problem is 
thus confined to that of where to make screening inspections. In both 
models, a production operation, followed by a possible inspection point, 
comprises each dynamic programming stage. It is assumed that a defect 
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type incurred at any operation is different from types incurred at any 
other operation and its probability of occurrence is constant over time. 
Any item possessing any type of defect once inspected will be discarded 
and has no value. The measure of system effectiveness is to minimize 
the total sum of inspection costs, cost of unnecessary machining of 
defective items, and costs of permitting defective items to reach the 
customers. The raw material moves into the process at some constant 
rate. Inspection costs, both fixed and variable, at any possible 
inspection point are structured on the important assumption that they 
depend on the point at which the most recent actual screening inspection 
occurred. The farther the inspection point under consideration is from 
the last inspection point, the higher the unit inspection costs are. 
In the first dynamic programming model, the number of defective items 
scrapped at any given inspection point is not recorded and, thus is not 
available at later points in the process. However, the information 
about where the most recent inspection took place is available. An 
example is illustrated in connection with this model. In the second 
model, both the point of previous inspection and the number of discarded 
items at that point are known. No illustration is given for this model. 
Lindsay (8) extends the second model of his and Bishop's article 
(i.e., the one in which there is a cost associated with any defective 
item reaching the customer) to consider the situation wherein there is 
more than one type of defect generated at all production operations of 
the system. Again, dynamic programming is used as a method to determine 
an optimal inspection program. A partial illustration of the model is 
performed by means of a simple example. 
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In addition to those already discussed, other studies relating 
to in-process inspection plans for a multistage manufacturing process 
are made by Schmidt and Sorber (10), and Heermans (3). However, exami­
nation of those articles reveals that they do not seem to be suffi­
ciently general to account for the interdependencies between inspection 
operations of the production system under study. 
Comments and Summary 
If the arriving nature of material at the production system is 
used as a basis of classification, those studies described would fall 
into two categories; namely, lot (Beightler, White), and continuous at 
some constant rate per unit time (Lindsay, Johnson, Pruzan and Jackson). 
What both groups have in common is their finding about the property of 
the optimal inspection plan of the system. This seems logical; for the 
two classifications are not significantly different if the lots arrive 
at the constant interval, which is not impossible under general condi­
tions . 
When comparison is based on the measure of inspection program 
effectiveness, it is apparent that all but Johnson employ the minimum 
cost as their criterion function. In this regard, most of cost struc­
tures do not seem to be realistic. 
For the case in which defective items found by in-process inspec­
tion are not replaced, all but Johnson assume that such rejected products 
have no value. Such assumption would seem to be doubted in practice . 
In addition, for the situation where a defective item, when found, must 
be immediately replaced with goods ones to keep the lot size fixed, 
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there is no indication as to how this can be carried out in reality. It 
is argued here that there is no assurance that new processing items will 
not become defective before reaching that inspection point again. 
Though Pruzan and Jackson's work seems to be similar to that of 
Lindsay and Bishop in the nature of the measure of system effectiveness, 
its inspection cost structure of the former deviates significantly from 
the latter. What seems to be questionable is as follows: if the manu­
factured item having even one type of defect is discarded when inspected, 
why would it be necessary to inspect for all various types of defects 
incurred between the previous inspection point and the one under con­
sideration? Such inspection cost structure would seem to be debatable. 
Furthermore, it might not be feasible to obtain such unit cost data in 
industry. 
In general, it seems reasonable to conclude that most studies do 
not explicitly discuss the economic consequences associated with the 
choice of a design alternative of the inspection system. 
It may be apparent at this point that the research reported 
herein is the extension of Johnson's work in the sense that the assump­
tion of having to make screening (100 per cent) inspection at all stages 
is removed, and that more than one type of defect is considered. 
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CHAPTER III 
ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS IN THE DESIGN OF 
MULTISTAGE SCREENING INSPECTION SYSTEM 
Introduction 
In this chapter, an attempt will first be made to illustrate how 
the incorporation of screening inspection into a production line is 
related to sequential decision process. Alternatives for the design of 
the multistage inspection system in this study, will then be discussed. 
That will, in turn, be followed by the discussion of economic factors 
affected by the choice of a design alternative. 
Multistage Screening Inspection System Design— 
A Sequential Decision Process Problem 
In a typical production line where items are processed through 
AN ORDERED SERIES of operations, there ARE possibilities for defects"'" 
to be generated in the manufacturing units at any of the operations. 
Under general conditions, a final product is considered to have accept­
able quality for use, if the total number of defects it contains does 
not exceed the maximum allowable number. The final inspection operation 
is naturally concerned with determining whether the completed unit has 
defects more than that maximum number to be tolerated. 
"'"According to Johnson (5, p. 77), the number of defects created 
in a unit by a production operation is universally assumed to be a 
stationary Poisson random variable . 
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In some situations, it may be desirable to have acceptance 
inspection operations performed between production operations for the 
2 
purpose of improving the value of product flow. It has been shown 
that prior to any given production operation, if inspection is to be 
carried out, it has to be done to all items, or no inspection should 
be performed at all. Furthermore, it has become necessary to determine 
acceptance criteria for in-process items at stages where screening 
inspection are decided to be made. Johnson [5, pp. 141-199] has demon­
strated that: if in-process inspections are conducted at all stages, 
it is then economically desirable to consider rejecting a manufacturing 
unit having defects less than the maximum number to be tolerated. As it 
will be seen, such concept of tightening specifications may still be 
desirable even if inspections are to take place before only some produc­
tion operations. Thus, at stage k where in-process inspection is decided 
to be made, the specification at inspection operation k prior to produc­
tion operation k would be of the form: 
Reject the incoming unit if T^_ 1 > D^, where T j is 
the cumulative number of defects acquired through produc­
tion operation k - 1 and is a non-negative integer 
satisfying D < L, which is the maximum allowable number 
K 
of defects for a completed unit. Otherwise, accept the 
item and proceed it to production operation k for manu­
facturing. 
See Lindsay and Bishop [7] and White [11]. 
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It may seem apparent that the incorporation of in-process 
inspection operations would structure the system design problem as a 
sequential decision process. Each stage consists of a possible 
screening inspection point followed by a production operation. 
Figure 1 may be considered as a representation of an N-stage 
inspection system composed of the following:: N - 1 possible inspection 
points; N - 1 production operations; and a final product inspection 
operation. The circles represent manufacturing activities, whereas 
the squares denote possible inspection operations. At each stage the 
system designer has to decide whether to allocate screening inspection 
effort there or not. Should he decide to do so, a specification limit 
D, must be determined. Thus, if r, is a set of two numbers: 0 and 1; 
K K 
then r^ = 1 means that screening inspection is to be located at stage 
k and is to be set. On the other hand, if no inspection is to be 
conducted at this stage—that is, r^ = 0—then is undefined. 
Input state to any stage k is the cumulative number of 
defects from raw material quality through production operation k - 1 , 
inclusive. Decisions to choose r^ and D̂ . would affect: T^, the output 
of stage k and therefore the input to the next stage k + 1; and the 
return from the item at that stage. By similar reasoning, the input 
T is influenced by decisions made at all preceding stages. Such 
interdependency between stages of inspection system indicates the 
important characteristic of the sequential decision process. The 
problem is to choose {r. ,D, } optimally such that the expected return 
K K 
per item is maximized. 
) T°f. r l 
INCOMING 
MATERIAL STAGE 1 
r-1 r k \ 
\ 
STAGE k STAGE N-1 




Potential Screening Inspection Operation 
^ ^0, indicates no inspection at stage k 
k 1, indicates inspection at stage k 
Specification limit at stage k 
Production Operation at Stage k 
T^_^ = Cumulative number of defects through 
production operation k-1. 
Figure 1. Multistage Inspection System 
h-1 
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Inspection System Design Alternatives 
Characteristics of an optimal inspection system will depend upon 
the economic consequences associated with the available courses of 
action for disposition of inspected items. They, in turn, are affected 
by the environmental circumstances under which the system operates. In 
this study, two situations are considered: (a) production from a fixed 
stock and (b) production to a fixed quota. 
Production from a Fixed Stock 
In this case, a producer already owns a fixed stock of raw mate­
rial. His primary objective is to continue production of a certain 
product until he exhausts all raw material available. A unit completing 
N - 1 production operations with defects less than the maximum number to 
be tolerated L will bring in V monetary units of net revenue—that is, 
gross revenue less packaging, shipping and selling costs. Any completed 
unit having more than L defects also can be sold and earns a net revenue 
of V N monetary units. It is logical to require that V is greater than 
V 
At any given stage k, (k < N), where inspection operation is 
carried out, the specification like the one mentioned previously is 
employed. Any item having defects more than D^ is to be removed from 
the process and is sold at a reduced price for a net revenue of 
monetary units. It is required that is less than V. 
Production to a Fixed Quota-Variation I 
In this situation, a manufacturer has a goal of producing a cer­
tain number of certain product. A final product with defects no more 
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than the maximum allowable number, L, is classified as having acceptable 
quality, and will bring in a net revenue of V monetary units. On the 
other hand, a completed item with more than L defects is classified as 
defective and will earn a net revenue of units. It is required that 
is less than V. Again, the concept of tightening the specification 
may be applied at any stage where screening inspection is to be con­
ducted . 
A rejected, but not defective item--that is, T, n defects is 
k-1 
greater than but less than L—will be set: aside and carefully proc-
3 
essed under conditions highly controlled so that no more defects are 
introduced. This special treatment will presumably result in an increase 
in production expenditure. This unit cost will be hereafter referred to 
as the cost of rejection of a non-defective item, and be symbolized as 
V 
For a defective item found at any stage k, including final 
inspection, it must be replaced by processing an additional item for the 
reason that a fixed production quota goal has already been set and must 
be attained. This new item for making up production shortages will not 
be started into regular manufacturing. It will be set aside and care-
3 
fully manufactured under the above-mentioned controlled conditions so 
that no defects are created at any production operation. This results 
in increased production expenditures for acquiring the new unit, and for 
the use of special processing from the beginning. 
3 
This type of special treatment is motivated by suggestion of 
certain apparel manufacturer [6, p. 4], 
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Production to a Fixed Quota—Variation 2 
In this variation, a manufacturing item that fails to meet the 
specification limit at any stage will be removed from the line. A 
replacement unit is then started into regular processing. 
Economic Factors in the Design 
of In-process Inspection System 
System Effectiveness 
Like any other design problem, the multistage inspection system 
must be analyzed with respect to some measure of effectiveness. In this 
study, the maximization of expected gain per item has been selected as 
the appropriate one. It will be expressed in monetary terms. This is 
motivated by what Johnson [5, p. 124] concludes in his study that mone­
tary measures are the best available measure of the utility of a deci­
sion . 
Gain, as used here, will mean the difference between revenue and 
cost related to a processing item in the system. 
The problem of the system analyst is then to choose optimal value 
of design parameters r^ and D̂ . to maximize the expected gain per item. 
Revenue 
Revenue, as used in multistage inspection design, may probably 
be defined as the acquisition of monetary resources from sale of product 
or scrap. 
Production from a Fixed Stock. In this environmental situation, 
revenue may arise from: 
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(1) Sale of acceptable final product; 
(2) Sale of defective final product; and 
(3) Sale of rejected item having defects more than specifica­
tion limit. 
Production to a Fixed Quota. In the first variation, revenue 
may arise from: 
(1) Sale of acceptable final product; 
(2) Sale of defective item found at any stage. 
In the second variation, revenue may be obtained from: 
(1) Sale of acceptable final product. 
(2) Sale of rejected item having defects more than 
specification limit. 
Cost 
Cost may probably be defined as the expenditure of monetary 
resources in processing an item through the multistage inspection 
system. It may be classified into two categories: (a) inspection cost, 
and (b) production cost. Each category may be subdivided into two 
classes: fixed, and variable. Fixed costs are those incurred that do 
not vary with volume of output, while those of variable costs do. 
Inspection Costs 
Those costs result from carrying out in-process screening 
inspection activities. 
Inspection Fixed Costs. One of its components is the cost of 
setting up inspection equipment at any given stage of the system. The 
2 1 
setup cost generally is the same regardless of the number of operations 
between consecutive setups. 
To incorporate in-process inspection activities with a production 
line will normally require some investment expenditure for inspection 
equipment and facilities, such as testing instruments, gauges, test 
racks, inspection exhibits. 
Screening inspection activities would naturally affect the flow 
of materials through the production line, and, as a result, would 
inevitably create the situation of having in-process inventory at those 
inspection stations. It would, therefore, generally become necessary 
to allocate some expenditure in building storage space for such 
inventory and in carrying such inventory. 
Another component of inspection fixed costs is concerned with 
operating costs, such as the following: plant services in terms of 
power, fuel, equipment calibration and maintenance. 
It may be desirable to transform those fixed inspection costs 
into monetary units per producing item, for the convenience in the 
mathematical formulation of an economic model. To compute an average 
setup cost per item, the system designer, perhaps through his technical 
knowledge of that particular inspection operation could estimate the 
average number of items inspected between two consecutive setups and 
could use this production rate as a basis for the determination of setup 
cost per item produced. 
So far as the investment cost of inspection equipment is con­
cerned, it may be desirable to charge the investment back in terms of 
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the maximum rate of return that could be earned by investment in other 
activities, which had to be postponed by the manufacturer's course of 
action to invest in the in-process inspection activity. That rate of 
return estimate along with the economy life of the equipment would 
enable the system analyst to determine the amount to be charged annually 
by the capital recovery method. With the information about raw material 
arrival rate, the equipment cost per item could be approximately 
estimated. 
In general, the system analyst with good understanding in the 
nature of both inspection and production operations would make a rea­
sonably close estimation of the fixed costs on the per item basis. 
Inspection Variable Costs 
As it has been mentioned above, the installation of screening 
inspection stations would create the existence of in-process inventory 
waiting to be inspected. This "tie-down" situation would necessitate 
the increase in working capital for such inventory, whose time in the 
system is prolonged by the system analyst's decision to inspect. 
Labor is another significant component of inspection variable 
costs. This cost could perhaps be based on the amount of labor time 
used for testing the item, analyzing inspection results, reporting the 
result. Based upon the information concerning hourly wage, and arrival 
and service rate of material at the inspection station, the labor cost 
per item could be approximately determined. 
Production Costs 
These are expenditures associated with the processing the item 
through production operations in the system. 
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Production Fixed Costs. Their components are similar to those 
of inspection costs. However, it would seem logical to assume that the 
monetary magnitude of the former would be larger than that of the latter, 
because of the relative nature of production and inspection operations. 
For instance, investment cost for- a manufacturing machinery at a given 
stage typically would be more expensive than that for inspection equip­
ment at that same stage. 
Production Variable Costs. The main component will be labor 
cost. It would, in general, be higher than inspection labor in a given 
stage because of technical complexity knowledge required. Another 
important component that must always be included is the costs of 
material. 
It should be noted that two possible situations might arise in 
connection with production costs. In the event that the production line 
is not yet in existence and the system analyst is assisting- the manu­
facturer to design multistage inspection system, he would be in the 
position to select machine capacities such that they are compatible 
with production flow rates affected by the existence of prior inspection 
operations, thereby avoiding idle machine and operator time. On the 
other hand, if the production line with final inspection is already in 
operation, and the analyst is helping the producer to put in in-process 
inspection activities, he would face a rather complex problem. There 
would highly likely be some unused capacities of the machines, and cor­
responding unproductive labor time. There would be some chance that he 
could reduce the number of machines to be used in the line and reassign 
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them and their operators to some other section in the same organization 
for productive use. If this is the case, the expenditures averted by 
utilization of this freed capacity should be used to help justify 
inspection operations. 
Summary 
It has been shown that a multistage inspection system design may 
be considered as a sequential decision process problem. Two environ­
mental circumstances under which the system is to be established— 
that is; (a) a producer producing until he exhausts a fixed stock of 
raw material, and (b) a producer producing to satisfy a fixed production 
quota--were discussed, along with their economic consequences associated 
with the disposition of inspected item. Economic factors affected by 
the design alternative were also identified. 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF SEQUENTIAL MANUFACTURING 
SYSTEM WHEN PRODUCING FROM A FIXED STOCK 
Introduction 
In this chapter an attempt will be made to analyze the potential 
of economic advantage of in-process inspection activities. The environ­
mental situation under consideration is that the manufacturer, who owns 
a fixed stock of raw material, is producing a certain type of product 
until he exhausts all available. The analysis will make use of the 
property of the optimal inspection policy"'" that at every stage either 
all items are inspected or otherwise no inspection is performed at all. 
The manufacturing system under study is that consisting of N - 1 
sequential production operations and a final inspection point. Raw 
material items are assumed to be fed into the system at constant rate 
per unit time, and move through the production line continuously. Item 
may be inspected prior to any production operation. At all inspection 
operations, inspection by attribute only is performed. 
This has already been discussed in Chapter II. It is based 
upon the work of Lindsay and Bishop (7), and White (11). 
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Determination of Specification Parameter 
for an Inspection Program 
Based upon the optimal in-process inspection property, there 
would be 2 N-1 possibilities for allocating screening inspection activity 
in the system. Each possible allocation may be called an inspection 
2 . . . . 
program. The decision problem concerned then is to determine specifi­
cation limits associated with each inspection program. 
Symbols for Modelling 
Unless otherwise stated, symbolic notations to be used are as 
follows: = number of defects introduced in production 
operation of stage k, (k = 1,2,3,•••,N-1). 
is generated according to stationary 
Poisson Process. 
x o = number of defects in an item before entering the manufacturing system. It is also a Poisson 
random variable. 
= parameter of the distribution of x̂ ., (k = 
0,1,2,.-.,N-1). 
= cumulative number of defects in an item through 
production operation of stage k, (k = 1,2,---, 
N-1). 
= parameter of the distribution of T 
0,1,2,...,N-1). 
(k = 
p(x ;X ) = probability function of x^, whose parameter is 
A k, (k = 0,1,2,...,N-1). 
p(TjiA, ) = probability function of T̂ ., whose parameter is 
A k , (k = 0,1,".,N-1). 
This term will be symbolically defined in the next subsection. 
cumulative distribution function of random 
variable x^, (k = 0 ,1,•••,N-1), evaluated at 
the positive integer M. 
maximum number of defects to be tolerated 
in an item completing all production operations 
of the system. 
inspection specification at stage k, (k = 
1,2,•••,N-1). It is the maximum number of 
defects permitted on an item prior to produc­
tion operation at stage k. For the final 
inspection stage N, Dĵ  is equal to L. 
cost associated with manufacturing a unit at 
production operation of stage k, (k = 1 , 2 , , , , J 
N-l). 
cost of an item before entering the first 
stage of the system (acquisition cost). 
cost associated with inspecting an item at stage 
k, (k = 1,2,.-.,N-1,N). 
inspection level at stage k, (k = 1,2,•••,N). 
{0,1} for k = 1,2,**,N-l. r assumes the value 
0, if no inspection occurs at the potential 
inspection point of stage k. It is equal to 1 
if inspection does occur. 
1 for the final inspection stage N. 
Net revenue of a completed item having no more 
than L defects. 
Net revenue associated with an item removed from 
the process after being inspected at stage k, 
(k = 1,2,3,'«',N), for having number of defects 
more than D, . 
k 
inspection program of the production system. 
This is an N component row vector (v^9r^9r , • • • ,r^) in which r^ (k = l^,***^) are defined 
as mentioned above. 
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fN-k+l; (r, ,r1 n , • • • ,r X T) ( Tk-l } = m a x i ™ ™ expected gain per k' k+1' N' item from the last N-k+1 
stages, using partial 
inspection program 
( V r k + l ' r k + 2 ' ' ' ' ' r N - l ' r N ) ; when the unit possesses T^.^ 
defects after the first 
k-1 stages. 
W^(T^_ 1 ;r^,D^) = return at stage k when the 
unit has defects through 
production operation of stage 
k-1, and the inspection level 
r^, and specification are 
used during inspection opera­
tion of stage k. 
H(x^_) = real function of random 
variable x, . 
E v [H(x v)] = expected value of H(x^) with 
respect to the di 
random variable x 
x ^ v - ^ w w ^ ^ - . ^ ^ . ^ v , . k 
k stribution of 
V 
Model Formulation of the Decision Process 
Based upon the design alternative already discussed in Chapter 
III, the symbolic representation leads to the recurrent relation: 
k 
+ fN-k-(r r ••• r ) ( T k - l + X k ) ] 




V " V i f Vl * °N = L 
V N " V l f TN-1 > D N = L 
(4-2) 
With the transformation that: 
T k = \ - l + X k f ° r k = i*2*'-'*-! (4-3) 
and 
T = x o o (4-4) 
The immediate return at stage k (k = 1,2,'*',N-1) is given as: 




N-k;(rk+l'rk+2'-'-'rN) k̂-l+V* (rk); 
l f Tk-1 > °k 
Substituting (4-5) into (4-1) would give: 
(̂T, ,) = Max 
VC<"<ak+Ck)<rk) + ("CK(1-rk) + fN-k;(r_,,---,r„)(Tk-l+Xk)]' i f V l S Dk 
ExkC(Vk-ak)(rk) ' Ck(1"rk) " (fH-k;(rk+1,-...rH)<V1+*k)<rk) 
T W w , w , " . , v ( I ^ , 1 , l f T ^ > ^ 
N-k+l;(rk,rk+1,-",rM) k-1 
(T ,) = Max N' D, 
E [-(a,+c, )(r, ) - c. (1-r. ) + (f. (T, ,+x, ))(r, ) '"i. * k" ky kv k' N-k;(rk+1,rk+2,---,rN)x k-1 k" k 
(T. ,+x. »(l-r. )]. if t , < D. H-k-(rk+l«rk«'-'rH) ̂  k k ^ " k 
E x K [ ( W ( V -
 Ck(1-rk' + (fN-k;(rk+r k+2,---,rN)(Tk-l+xk)(1-rk)]'if Tk-
Terms common to r, and (1-r, ) are then colected. 
N-k+l;(rk,rk+1,"-,rNr k-1 (T, ,) = Max 
V{"(VCk> + fN-k;(rk+1,rk+2,.,rN)Vl-k»̂k> 
+ <-ck + fN-k;(rk+1,rk+2,...,rN)(Tk-l+Xk)} (1"rk)]» i f Tk-1 * \ 
E C(V.-a. )(r. ) + {-c. + f„ ,(T. ,+x. )} (1-r. )], if T, , > 
Aplying the algebra of expectations to (t-7) gives 
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( T , , ) = Max 
• , r „ r ' k - l 
+ + E x k { f H - k ; ( r k + 1 . r k + 2 , . . . , r H ) ( T k - l + x k » 3 ' i f T k - 1 ^ D k 
<W ( rk> + < 1 " r k ) [ E X k { - C k } + E x k { f « - > ^ r k + 1 ' r k + 2 ' " - ' r N ) ( T k - 1 + X k ) 1 : 1 , i f ^ * D * 
( 4 - 9 ) 
I t f o l l o w s t h a t t h e r e c u r s i v e r e l a t i o n c a n be e x p r e s s e d a s : 
N - k + l ; ( r , , r , 
k ' k+1* N 
t-K-k)
 +
 v f - ^ ^ k + i - k + 2 . - - N > < T ^ ) ] ] ( r ' < ) 
+ ^ k + E x k [ f N - k ^ r k + 1 ' r k + 2 ' - - - ' r N ) ( T k - 1 + X k ) ] ] ( l " r k ) ' ^ V l * ^ 
(V, k - a k ) ( r k ) + C-ck + E [ f ( r r , r ) ( T k . 1 + x k ) ] ] ( l - r k ) , i f > D ] < 
k k+1 k+2 H 
f o r k = 1 , 2 , - - - , N - 1 , 
( U - 1 0 ) 
f-, \ ( T „ , ) = Max 
r l ; ( l ) w N - l DN=L| 
( 4 - 1 1 ) 
V N - V I F T N - 1 > L 
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The solution to this decision problem by dynamic programming 
method involves the application of (4-10) successively. That is, 
starting with the one-stage process (consisting of only stage N), the 
computations are performed backward, proceeding recursively to a two-
stage, then on up to finally the N-stage problem. Thus, one can find 
a set of values D (k - 1,2,«'«,N-1) associated with an inspection 
program R = (r ,r ,••• ,r, , ••• ,r ), which maximize the above-mentioned 
-L Z. K JN 
(4-10). 
Consider a three-stage production system. The assumed data are 
given as follows: 
An Illustrative Example 
c = 10 = 2 L = 6 
= 5 V = 100 
V 3 = 70 




D 3 = L = 6 
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3-1 
f 1 ; ( 1 ) ( T 2 ) = Max 
V 6 
V - a 3 , if T 2 < 6 
V 3 "V l f T 2 > 6 
= Max 
V 6 
85, if T 2 < 6 
55, if T 2 > 6 
For the two-stage process, k = 2, 
f 2 ; ( 0 , l ) ( T l ) = - C 2 + E x 2 [ f l ' ( 1 ) ( V X 2 ) ] 
= -20 + I ^ . d / V V ' P ( x 2 ; 2 ) 
Values of this function f 2-(o l / T l ^ a r e g i v e n ^ n T a b l e 1 
For this problem, there would be 2 = 4 possible inspection 
programs. Their analyses are in order. 
Case I. This is the situation in which R is given to be (1,0,1) 
For the one-stage process, k = 3, 
Table 1. Values of the Function f 0., n N ( T ) 
+ I f l ; ( l ) ( W * P ( X 2 ; 2 ) 
X 2 
0 64.85 
1 64 .49 
2 63 .41 
3 60 .71 
4 55 .31 
5 47 .18 
6 39 .05 
7 35 .00 
8 35 .00 
9 34 .95 
10 34 .73 
11 34 .07 
12 32 .09 
For the three-stage process, k = 1, 
f3j(l,0,l)<V = *™ 
- ( a 1 + C l ) + E [ ^ . ( ^ ^ ( T ^ ) ] , if T Q 
Vl - al , if T 0 
f3;(l,0,l) (T0 ) = M a x 
D l 
( 2 + 1 0 ) +
 V ^ o . i / W ^ i f To <- D i 
45-2 , if TQ > D 
f3;(l,0,l) (T0 ) = " a x 
1 
- 1 2 + E [f 
43 , if TQ > D 
Max 
D i 
" 1 2 + ^ ^itO.l/'o*11!' • P ( X1 ; 3 )> i f T0 * 
43 , if TQ > 
Values of the function f g . ^ Q D ^ Q ^ a r e s h o w n i n Table 2 
is found to be 0. 




43 f3;(l,0,l) ( T0 ) 
0 45 .86 43 45.86 
1 41.47 43 43 
2 36 .20 43 43 
CO 30 .89 43 43 
4 26.54 43 43 
5 23.65 43 43 
6 21.72 43 43 
Table 3 summarizes the expected gain per item associated with 
the inspection program. 
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TABLE 3 , MAXIMUM EXPECTED GAIN FOR THE INSPECTION 
PROGRAM R = ( 1 , 0 , 1 ) , WITH D = 0 , D = 6 
FIRST STAGE SECOND STAGE THIRD STAGE 
F 3 ; ( L , 0 , L ) ( T 0 ) f2;<0 , l )<V T 2 f l ; ( D ( V 
0 4 5 . 8 6 0 64 .85 0 85 
1 43 1 64 .49 1 85 
2 43 2 63 .41 2 85 
3 43 3 60 .71 3 85 
4 43 4 55 .31 4 85 
5 43 5 47 .18 5 85 
6 43 6 39 .05 6 85 
7 35 .00 7 55 
8 35 .00 8 55 
9 34 .95 9 55 
10 34 .73 10 55 
11 34 .07 11 55 





Case 2. Inspection policy R is supposed to be (0,1,1) 
For k = 3 
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fi ; u ) ( V = 
D 3 - 6 
V - a 3 , if T 2 < 6 
V 3 " a 3 ' i f T 2 * 6 
= Max 
V 6 
85 , if T 2 < 6 
55 , if T 2 > 6 
For k = 2 
f2s<l,l>(V = " a X 
U2 
- ( a 2 + c 2 ) + E X 2 [ f 1 ; ( 1 ) ( T 1 + X 2 ) ] > if T x < D 2 
V - c 
2 C 2 
, if T x > D 2 
Max 
-(5+20) + I f 1 > ( 1 ) ( T 1 + x 2 ) • p ( x 2 ; 2 ) , if ^ < D 2 
5 5 - 5 , if T x > D 2 
Max 
-25 + I f 1 ; ( 1 ) ( T 1 + x 2 ) • p ( x 2 ; 2 ) , if ^ < D 2 
50 , if T x > D 2 
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The value of f0./-, -, \(T ) for each possible value of T , is given 
in Table 4. D 0 is found to be equal to 4 
Table 4. Values of the Function f Q . n s(T ) 
For k 
Tl Accept -25 + I f (T 1 +x 2) 
X 2 
• p(x Reject 2;2) 50 f2 ; ( l , l ) ( V 
0 59.85 50 59 .85 
1 59 .49 50 59 .49 
2 58.41 50 58.41 
CO 55.71 50 55 .71 
4 50.31 50 50.31 
5 42.18 50 50 
6 34.05 50 50 
7 30.00 50 50 
CO
 30.00 50 50 
9 29 .95 50 50 
10 29.73 50 50 
11 29 .07 50 50 
12 27.09 50 50 
= 1 
f3;(0,l,U ( V = " Cl + E X )] 




Values of this function are given in Table 5. 
Table 5. Values of the Function fg.^Q 1 D ^ Q ^ 
f_. /An i \ (T ) = 
3;(0,1,1) o + I f 2 ; ( l , l ) ( T 0 + X l ) ' P ( X 1 ; 3 ) Xl 






6 38 .30 
Summary of the expected gain relating to the inspection program 
is presented in Table 6. 
Table 6. Maximum Expected Gain for the Inspection 
Program R = (0,1,1), with D = 4, D = 6 
z. o 
FIRST STAGE SECOND STAGE THIRD STAGE 
f3;(0,l,l) (V f2s<l,l>(V T 2 fi;(l)(V 
0 45.12 0 59 .85 0 85 
1 43 .08 1 59 .49 1 85 
2 41.34 2 58.41 2 85 
CO 40.28 3 55.71 3 85 
4 39.82 4 50.31 4 85 
5 39 .40 5 50 5 85 
6 38 .30 6 50 6 85 
7 50 7 55 
8 50 8 55 
9 50 9 55 
10 50 10 55 
11 50 11 55 






Case 3. This is the case when the inspection program (1,1,1) 
is selected. 
For k = 3 and k = 2, the analyses would be the same as those of 
Case 2, with D = 4, and D = 6. 
For k = 1 
f 3 ; < l , l , l > ( V = 
- ( W + E« [ f 2 i a , i ) ( I o t t i ) ] ' l f ? 0 1 D l 
, if T > D 
Max 
D, 
-(2+10) + E ^ . ^ ( W ] , if T Q < D l 
45-2 , if T Q > D 1 




43 , if T Q > D 
Value of f„ , , , N ( T_) for each possible value of T is in Table 
7. is identified to be 0. 
3 This is what Johnson [4 and 5] considered in his analysis. 
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• p(x 1;3) 43 f3;(l,l,l) ( T0 ) 
0 43 .12 43 43.12 
1 41.08 43 43 
2 39 .34 43 43 
3 38 .28 43 43 
4 37 .82 43 43 
5 37 .40 43 43 
6 36 .30 43 43 
Expected gain summary for this inspection policy is shown in 
Table 8. 
Table 8. Maximum Expected Gain for the Inspection Program R = (1,1,1), with D = 0, D2 = 4, and D3 = 6 
FIRST STAGE SECOND STAGE THIRD STAGE f3;(l,l,l)(V Ti F2;<l,l)(V T2 f i ; < D ( V 
0 43.12 0 59 .85 0 85 
1 43 1 59 .49 1 85 
CM 43 2 58.41 2 85 
00
 43 3 55 .71 3 85 
4 43 4 50.31 4 85 
5 43 5 50 5 85 
6 43 6 50 6 85 
7 50 7 55 
8 50 8 55 
9 50 9 55 
10 50 10 55 
11 50 11 55 






Case 4. In this case, R is considered to be (0,0,1). It is to 
be noted that this is equivalent to the final inspection policy. 
For k = 3, and k = 2, the analyses would be the same as those 
of Case 1. 
For k = 1 
f 3 ; ( 0 , 0 , l ) ( V = "Cl + E X l ] f 2 ; ( 0 , l ) ( V X l ) ] 
= J l ° + * f 2 , ( 0 . 1 ) ( T 0 + X l ) • P ( X 1 ; 3 ) Xl 
Values of the function appear in Table 9. 
Table 9. Values of the Function ^3.^Q Q D ^ Q ^ 
f (T ) = r 3 ; ( 0 , 0 , l ) U 0 ; 










Table 10. Maximum Expected Gain for the Inspection Program 
R = (0,0,1), with D 3 = 6 
FIRST STAGE SECOND STAGE THIRD STAGE 
f3;(0,0,l) ( V Ti f2i<0,l> ( Tl> T 2 f l ;( l) ( V 
0 47 .86 0 64 .85 0 85 
1 43 , .47 1 64 .49 1 85 
2 38 .20 2 63 .41 2 85 
3 32, .89 3 60 .71 3 85 
4 28 .54 4 55 .31 4 85 
5 25 .65 5 47 .18 5 85 
6 23, .72 6 39 .05 6 85 
7 35 .00 7 55 
8 35 .00 8 55 
9 34 .95 9 55 
10 34 , .73 10 55 
11 34 . 07 11 55 





Again, Table 10 shows the return functions associated with 
this final inspection policy. 
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Possible Savings in Computational Effort 
There are situations in which computational efforts may be 
reduced. Such circumstances arise when there are some runs of no-
inspection stages in the given inspection program R. 
By a run is meant a set of at least two consecutive no-inspection 
stages. Figure 2 illustrates the case in which the given inspection 
program R has a run of size e, starting from stage b. 
The first step one would have to do is to rewrite the system. 
Figure 3 shows the system after rewriting. Stages 1 through b-1 remain 
the same. However, stages b through b + e - 1, inclusive, are repre­
sented by stage b'. After the run--that is, stages b + e through 
N - 1—there is no change. Defects generated at stage b' are considered 
to be the convolution of those generated by stages b, b + 1, 
b + e - 1 of the system before rewriting. In symbolic form, 
Xb» = X b + Xb+1 + X b + 2 + + X b + e - l ( 4 ' 1 2 ) 
Thus, 
b+l A b + 2 + + A b+e-1 (4-13) 
Equations (4-10) and (4-11) are then used to analyze the rewritten 
system as before, with the following modifications at stage k = b': 
1. In computing the subscript N - k + 1 of f, the magnitude of 
b' shall be the same as that of b. 
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2. The second subscript of f—the partial inspection program— 
shall be expressed in the original form. 
3. The transformation used is that 
b+e - i = V i + V <*-:u> 
4. The value of c^, will be given as 
c, = c " + c, + ••• + c _ . (4-15) b ! b b+1 b+e-1 
Thus, for k = b 1 
F M f ^ T K i > = (4-16) N- b + 1' ( rb'W , rb +e-l, rb +e'"' ,' rN ) b _ 1 
~ cb» + E x b , C f N - b - e + l ; ( r b + c ) , . . . , r N ) ( T b - l + X b « ) ] 
Figure 4 illustrates a five-stage production system with the 
following assumed data 
R = (1,0,0,1,1) L = 16 V = 100 

A = 2 
A, = 3 c = 3 v, = 30 
A. = 2 a 2 - 2 C = 5 v„ = 35 
Ao = 4 a 3 = 3 c„ = 10 v„ = 40 
A„ = 3 a4 = 4 c, = 15 v, = 45 
A 5 = 5 = 50 
In this case there is a run of size 2, starting at stage 2. 
After rewriting, stage 2' represents stages 2 and 3 of the original 
one. According to (4-12) and (4-13), x t is then a Poisson random 
variable with mean \ } = 6. Figure 4 shows the system before and 
after modification. 
Thus, for k = 5 
f i s U ) ( V Max 
V " A 5 ' l f T4 * D 5 = 1 6 
Max 
1 0 0 - 5 , if T^ < 16 




95, if < 16 
45, if > 16 
For k = 4 
f2 ; ( l , l ) ( V = "a* 
4 
-(a 4 +c 4) + E [ f ^ ^ t x ^ ) ] , if T 3 < D 4 
V 4 " a4 ' i f T 3 > D4 
Max 
D. 
-(4+15) + E [ f 1 . a ) ( T 3 + x 1 ( ) ] , if T 3 < 
4 5 - 4 • " T 3 > D4 
f2 ; ( l , l ) ( V = 
-19 + I f 1 ; ( 1 ) ( V V ' P ( X 4 ; 3 ) > l f T 3 * \ 
41 , if T 3 > 
Values of this function are given in Table 12. is found to be 
equal to 14 
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Table 11. Values of the Function f 0 ,-, n>,(Tq) 
T 3 Accept 




f 2 ; U . l ) ( V 
0 76 41 76 
1 76 41 76 
2 76 41 76 
3 76 41 76 
4 76 41 76 
5 76 41 76 
6 76 41 76 
7 75 .95 41 75, .95 
co 75 .80 41 75 .80 
9 75 .40 41 75 , .40 
10 74.30 41 74 , .30 
11 71.80 41 71, .80 
12 66.75 41 66. .75 
13 58 .35 41 58 , .35 
14 47 .15 41 47.15 
15 35 .95 41 41 
16 28 .50 41 41 
17 26.00 41 41 
18 26 .00 41 41 
19 25 .96 41 41 
20 25 .82 41 41 
21 25.46 41 41 
22 24.47 41 41 
23 22.22 41 41 
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For k = 2 
f*!(0,0 , l , l) ( T l ) = " ' W + E x 2, C f2;(l,l) ( Tl + X2' ) ] 
= -(5+10) + I f 2 ; ( 1 > 1 ) ( T 1 + x 2 I ) • p(x2,;6) 
X 2 ' 
V 
Values of the function fh,/n n , , 1 ( T 1 ) are given in Table 12. 
Table 12. Values of the Function f4;(0,0 
T i f4;(0,0,l,l) ( Tl ) T i f4;(0>0 , i , D ( V 
0 60 .45 8 38 .05 
1 59 .92 9 33 .52 
2 59 .90 10 29 .89 
3 57 .47 11 27 .41 
4 55 .16 12 25 .19 
5 51 .93 13 23 .89 
6 47 .79 14 22 .16 
7 43 .00 
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For k = 1 
f5;(l,0,0,l,l) (V = ^ 
- ( a,tc, ) + E. [f 
1 1 - 1 ' ' \ - 4 ; ( 0 , 0 , l , D ( V X l ) ] ' l f T 0 Dl 
V - a 
1 1 
, if T Q > D l 
Max 
Di 
-(1+3) + E [ f M O i 0 i l ) 1 ) ( I ^ ) ] , if T Q < D x 
3 0 - 1 , if T Q > D 
Max 
Di 
-4 +1 ^ ( o . o . i . n ' W * p ( x i ; 3 ) ' 
X l i f To i Di 
29 , if T Q > D 
Values of this function are presented in Table 13. 
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Table 13. Values of the Function f r „ n , ^ ( T J 
5;(l,0,0,l,l) 0y 
Accept 
~4 + I ^ ( o . o . i . i / W 
x l 
• p(x ;3) 
Reject 
29 
f CT ) 5;(1,0,0,1.1) 0 
0 52 .34 29 52 .34 
1 49, .94 29 49 .94 
CM 46 .86 29 46 .86 
3 43 , .15 29 43 .15 
-p
 39, .01 29 39 .01 
5 34, .71 29 34 .71 
6 30. .58 29 30 .58 
7 26 . .85 29 29 
co
 
23, .49 29 29 
is found to be 6 . 
Expected gain summary associated with this inspection program 
(1,0,0,1,1) is shown in Table 14. 
For a larger size of run, the savings in computational effort 
would be even greater. The rewriting method described could also be 
applied when there is more than one run in the system. 
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TABLE 14. MAXIMUM EXPECTED GAIN FOR THE INSPECTION PROGRAM 
( 1 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 1 ) , WITH D. = 6, D„ = 14 AND DC = 16 
1 4 b 
FIRST STAGE SECOND STAGE FOURTH STAGE FIFTH STAGE 
T o F (T ) 5;(L,0,0 ,L,L) V 0J T i F 4 ; ( 0 , 0 , L , L ) ( V T 3 F 2 S ( l . l ) < V 
T 4 f l ! ( l ) ( V 
0 52.34 0 60 .45 0 76 0 95 
1 49.94 1 59.92 1 76 1 95 




43.15 3 57 .47 3 76 3 95 
4 39.01 4 55.16 4 76 4 95 
5 34.71 5 51 .93 5 76 5 95 
6 30.58 6 47 .79 6 76 6 95 
7 29 7 43 .00 7 75.95 7 95 
8 29 8 38 .05 8 75.80 8 95 
9 33 .52 9 75 .40 9 95 
10 29 .89 10 74.30 10 95 
11 27 .41 11 71.80 11 95 
12 25 .19 12 66.75 12 95 
13 23 .89 13 58.35 13 95 
14 22 .16 14 47.15 14 95 
15 41 15 95 
16 41 16 95 
17 41 17 55 
18 41 18 55 
19 41 19 55 
20 41 20 55 
21 41 21 55 
22 41 • • 
23 41 27 55 
28 55 
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Determination of Inspection Location 
For a Production System 
In some instances, it may be desirable to locate the optimal 
screening inspection points in the production system. This class of 
decision problem is not only concerned with where to make inspection, 
but simultaneously with what specifications to be employed at such 
locations. It also implies that the inspection program associated with 
such optimal location, will be superior to any other one in terms of 
expected return value. As it shall be seen, the dynamic programming 
method can still be used to find such optimal inspection program. How­
ever, it is necessary to incorporate a procedure, which is described 
below, into it for the purpose of reducing computational effort. It 
should be noted that most symbols to be employed have been defined and 
used in preceding section. 
Procedure for the Determination of Optimal Inspection Location 
The procedure may be described briefly as follows: 
1. At stage N, use (4-11) to determine f , ,(T ). 
2. For stage N - 1 , use (4-10) to find f ( 
Z I 5 
Select r„ n , which is defined as, N-1 
E T C f2-(r* l ) ( T N - 2 ) ] = M a X ( E T [ f 2 - ( r l ) ( T N - 2 ) ] } ( 4 " 1 7 ) 
N-1 
This is to find out if it is justified at all to locate screening 
inspection at stage N - 1 , for a two-stage process. Retain the partial 
A 
inspection program (r^ ̂ ,1). 
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3. At stage N - 2, determine f ,n * n ( L 0 ) . Next is to 
3;(0,r ,1) N-3 
find, by (4-10), f 3 . ( 1 > r N _ i > 1 ) ( T N . 3 ) which consists of fg. ( 1 > 1 > 1 ) ( V 3 ) , 
and f 0./, n , \ (T ). r* _ is then selected by 3;(.1,0,1) N-3 N-2 J 
T
N _ 3 3 ' ( r N - 2 , r N - l 9 l ) N" 3 r N 2 TN-3 3 ; ( 0 ' r N - l j l ) N" 3 
E T C f 3 - ( l r l ) ( T N - 3 ) ] } 
i N _ 3 d , u , r N _ 1 , i ; JN a 
Retain the partial inspection program (r^ 2 , r N i'^^' ^ e r e s t 
of them are eliminated from further consideration. The retained program 
will indicate not only if inspection should take place at stage N - 2 
for the three-stage process, but also whether it is economical to accom­
pany it with inspection at stage N - l . 
4. In general, at stage k (k = N - 2, N - 3 , 3, 2), it is 
necessary to determine: (a) f V T , , ,n * -, \(T, , ), 
N - k + l ; ( 0 , r k + 1 , r k + 2 , . . . , r H _ 1 , l > k-1 
( b > f N + k + l 5 ( l , r r - . . . r ^ . D ^ k - l 1 - T h e n r k l s "entified from: 
E T CfN-k+l-(r*r r ••• r l ) ( Vl ) ] = < 4 - 1 9 ) 'k-1 N k + 1' V rk' rk+l' rk+2' ^ N - l ' 1 ' k 1 
Max[E„ [f . * .(T )], 
T
k - 1 » - k + l;(0,i> k + 1 , - " , r ,1) k-1 k 
E T k _ 1 C f N-k+1; (1 , r k + 1 , • • • ,1) ( Tk-l ) ] ] 
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The partial inspection program (r^ , r ^ + 1 , r ^ + 2 , ' * ' j r ^ ^ ,1) is 
retained to be used in the N - k + 2 stage process. 
5. At stage 1, things proceed as before. Once r^ is selected, 
the inspection policy associated with it will be the optimal inspection 
program, symbollically denoted by R . Thus, 
V f N ; R * ( T o ) ] = V f l , » K ' r 2 ' - » r H - i ' 1 ) < T ° ) ] ( 4 " 2 0 ) 
M a x { E T [ fN-(0 r* r ---r 1 ) ( T 0 ) ] > 
E T 0 C f N ; ( l , r 1 , r 2 , . - . , r N _ 1 ) l ) ( T 0 ) : l } 
It is well to note that one is originally faced with the task 
N-1 
of computing 2 possible inspection allocation programs for an 
N-stage production system. Through the utilization of the described 
procedure, the number of inspection programs completely evaluated are 
N-2 
2 + 1 . Saving in computations would become greater as N becomes 
larger. In general, it would save up to 50 per cent. 
In order to demonstrate how the above procedure would work, two 
examples are given. In the first one, a four-stage production system 
will be analyzed qualitatively. The second one will make use of the 
data of the problem discussed in the previous section. 
Example 1. One appropriate way to illustrate the structure of 
screening inspection location problem may probably be done by means of 
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decision tree. The tree for a four-stage production system is shown 
in Figure 5. For the two-stage decision process analysis, the tree may 
be cut at section AA' as shown in Figure 6. Equations (4-11) is then 
used to find f 2-(i i / T 2 ^ a n d f2*(0 l / T 2 ^ ' S u P P o s e "that, 
« T 2 C f 2 ; ( l , l ) ( V ] ' E T 2 C f 2 ; ( 0 , l ) ( T 2 ) ] ] = \ i f 2; (1,1 )«2 
3 
) ] 
r^ is then equal to 1. It implies that it is justified to 
locate inspection at stage 3 for a two-stage process. The partial 
program (1,1), corresponding to the upper branch of Figure 6, is 
retained for further analysis. 
Figure 7 illustrates a three-stage decision process, as sectioned 
at BB T from the main tree. Partial program (1,1) is transformed into 
that of (0,1,1) by (4-10). f 3 ; ( 1 ) 1 > 1 ) ( T 1 ) and f 3 . ( 1 ) 0 > 1 / V are then 
determined for the purpose of comparing them with fg.^Q ̂  1 ) ^ 1 ^ ' 
Assuming that 
M a x { V f3 ; ( l , l , l ) ( T l ) ] ' E T 1 C f 3 i ( 1 . 0 , l ) ( T l > 3 , V f 3 ; ( 0 , l , l ) ( T i m 
r 2 1 1 1 
= E T [ f 3 ; ( l , 0 , l ) ( T l ) ] 
It may be stated that, for a three-stage process, if inspection 
is to take place at stage 2, it is economically justified. 
For the four-stage process analysis, as represented by Figure 8, 
f3;(l,0 ,l) (V i S b y ( 4 " 1 0 > i n t o f4;(0 , l,0 , l) ( V-

6 3 
Figure 7 . Three-Stage Process 
Figure 8. Four-Stage Process 
ON 4=-
6 5 
It is then compared with f 4 . ( 1 > 1 > 1 > 1 ) ( T 0 ) , f ^ . ( 1 > 1 ( 0 ; 1 )<V 
f 4 ; U , o , i , i ) ( V a n d f«i(i,o,o,i) (V' S u p p o s e t h a t 
^ {\ C fM0 , l,0,:L><V ]- V ^ a - L l - l / V 3 , E T 0 C f 4 ; ( l , l , 0 s l ) ( T 0 ) ] ' 
R is then identified to be (0,1,0,1). It is then economical to 
conduct screening inspection at stage 2 and also final inspection at 
stage 4. 
Example 2. Consider a three-stage production process whose data 
are already presented on page 32, and whose decision tree is shown in 
Figure 9. After f 0./ n , v(T ), and f0./-, >,(T. ) are determined and pre-
sented in Table 1 and Table 4, respectively, it is next to identify r . 
It is found that 
^ x [V f 2 ; ( i' i ) (v ]' y ^ c o . i / v " = 
Max[53.281, 53.175] = 53.281 
r „ 
Thus, r = 1. The partial program (1,1) is retained and 
f , >(T ) is then transformed into f~,,n -*(T ), and compared by 2;(.1,1J-L o;(.U,J.,-LJU 
the expectation criterion with ^^-(1 l 1)^ T0^ a n d f3*(l 0 l / T 0 ^ ' 
is found that 




f a [V f3;(o,i,D ( To ) L V^' 1' 1' 1^ 1 1' E T 0 C f 3 ' ( 1 ' 0 ' 1 ) ( T ° ) ] ] 
= M a x [ 4 3 . 2 7 4 , 4 3 . 0 4 4 , 4 4 . 0 5 2 ] = 4 4 . 0 5 2 
Thus r = 1 and R = ( 1 , 0 , 1 ) . I t w o u l d b e j u s t i f i e d e c o n o m i c a l l y 
t o l o c a t e s c r e e n i n g i n s p e c t i o n , i n a d d i t i o n t o t h e f i n a l i n s p e c t i o n , a t 
s t a g e 3 . 
Summary 
The p r o d u c t i o n e n v i r o n m e n t c o n s i d e r e d i n t h i s c h a p t e r i s t h e 
c a s e i n w h i c h a p r o d u c e r i s m a n u f a c t u r i n g u n t i l he e x h a u s t s a f i x e d 
l e v e l o f r e s o u r c e a v a i l a b i l i t y . The f i r s t d e c i s i o n p r o b l e m t a k e n up 
was t h e d e t e r m i n a t i o n o f i n s p e c t i o n s p e c i f i c a t i o n l i m i t s a s s o c i a t e d 
w i t h an i n s p e c t i o n p r o g r a m . A d y n a m i c p r o g r a m m i n g m o d e l was f o r m u l a t e d . 
A n u m e r i c a l e x a m p l e was s o l v e d f o r a t h r e e - s t a g e p r o d u c t i o n s y s t e m . A 
m e t h o d f o r s a v i n g c o m p u t a t i o n a l e f f o r t was p r e s e n t e d a l o n g w i t h 
g r a p h i c a l and n u m e r i c a l i l l u s t r a t i o n s . 
The s e c o n d d e c i s i o n p r o b l e m c o n s i d e r e d was c o n c e r n e d w i t h 
l o c a t i n g t h e o p t i m a l s c r e e n i n g i n s p e c t i o n p o i n t s i n a p r o d u c t i o n l i n e . 
U s i n g t h e e x p e c t e d v a l u e c r i t e r i o n a s t h e b a s i s , t h e d e v e l o p m e n t o f a 
p r o c e d u r e t o s o l v e s u c h d e c i s i o n p r o b l e m was p r e s e n t e d . Two e x a m p l e s 
w e r e g i v e n t o d e m o n s t r a t e how t o a p p l y t h e p r o c e d u r e . 
I t i s a p p a r e n t f r o m t h e a n a l y s e s t h a t t h e r e i s an e c o n o m i c 
a d v a n t a g e i n t i g h t e n i n g s p e c i f i c a t i o n s . I t s h o u l d b e n o t e d t h a t t h e 
d e t e r m i n a t i o n o f o p t i m a l i n s p e c t i o n p o l i c y h a s t o b e c a r r i e d o u t s i m u l ­
t a n e o u s l y w i t h t h a t o f f i n d i n g i t s s p e c i f i c a t i o n l i m i t s . 
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CHAPTER V 
ANALYSIS OF SEQUENTIAL MANUFACTURING 
SYSTEM WHEN PRODUCING TO A FIXED QUOTA 
Introduction 
The production environment considered in this chapter is that 
the producer is manufacturing to satisfy a fixed production goal, so 
that any defective item must be replaced by reprocessing a substitute. 
Two variations for processing the new item are discussed. As before, 
the property of the optimal inspection policy is employed. The struc­
ture of the manufacturing system is the same as stated before in 
Chapter IV. 
Variation 1 Analysis 
In this variation, an item which fails to meet specification at 
any stage will be set aside and carefully processed to completion such 
that no more defects are introduced. For any item that has more than 
L defects, it will be scrapped and sold at value V ] < ^ V ] < < V ^ * A n e w if e i n 
will then be acquired and put on special processing to completion. 
Most of notation to be used has been defined and used in the 
preceding chapters, except 
S^ = cost of special processing a unit from production 
operation of stage k to final inspection N, 
(k = 1,2,3,-..,N-l). 
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Two classes of decision problems are considered; (a) the deter­
mination of specifications for a given inspection program; (b) the 
determination of screening inspection locations in a production line. 
Determination of Specification Limits for an Inspection Program 
With the use of the transformation that 
T. = T. , + x . for k = 1,2,- ",N-1 
k k-1 k 
(5-1) 
and 
To = V (5-2) 
The following recursive relationship would be obtained: 
k 
(5-3) 
N - k ' ( r k - K L ' r k + 2 ' ' " ' r N ) k _ 1 k 
for k = 1,2, • ••,N-1 
with 
1;(1) N-l _T 
N 
V - a. • l f TN-1 < - % ' ~ L 
( V a N } + ( V - C 0 - S 1 } ' l f TN-1 > D N = L 
The immediate return at stage k is, according to acceptance 
rule stated previously, given as 
TO 
[ - ( a k + c k ) ] ( r k ) + [ - c k ] ( l - r k ) , if < D ] < 
CV-Sk-VfN-k;(rk+1,rk+2,...,rN)(Tk-l+xk):l(rk) + ̂ ""V- i f D k < < L 
CV+V»l-C0-VFN-k;(rk+1.rk+2,...,rH)(Tk-l+xk)](rk) + ^k^k >' i f W L 
(5-4) 
f o r k = 1 , 2 , • • • , N - 1 
T h u s , E q u a t i o n (5-3) c a n be e x p r e s s e d a s : 
N - k + 1 ; ( r , , r . 
k ' k + 1 ' ' N 
E X k [ [ - ( a k + c k ) ] ( r k ) + [ - c k ] ( l - r k ) + f , ^ ^ , . . . ^ / ^ ^ , ] , i f < D ] < 
Exk[[v-Sk-ak-fN-k;(rk+1,rk+2,...,rN)(Tk-l+Xk)](rk)+ C-Ck](l"rk) 
+ fN-k;(rk+1,...,rN)(Tk-l+xk)]» i f Dk < V l S L 
Ex,C[V+Vk-srCo-VfN-k;(rwl,...,r„)(Tk-l+xk>^rk) + ̂ k '̂V k+1 
+ f , 
N - k ; ( r k + 1 , . . . , r N ) - k - l T X k ^ 
(5-5) 
Wĵ .-.-.rJ^k-l)-"-
V^V'k^V + [-Ck](1-V +FN-k;(rk+1....,rH)(Tk-l+xk) 
E x k [ C V " ^ ^ ] ( r k ) " C f N - k i ( r k + 1 , . . . , r H ) ( T k - l + x k ) ] ( r k ) + C " c k ] ( 1 - r k ) 
+ fN-k;(r_1,...,r„)(Tk-l+Xk)]> i f Dk < Vl 5 L 
E [ [ V + V , - s , - c „ - a . ](r. ) - [ f , ( T . , + x . ) ] ( r . ) . k k ' l - O - k - k ' N - k ; ( r k + 1 , r k + 2 , - - - , r N ) ^ k - l k ' - k 
+ [ - c k ] ( l - r k ) + f N . k ( r k + 1 , r k + 2 ) . . . , r N ) ( T k - l + X k ) : l ' i f T k - 1 > L 
(5-6) 
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S i n c e a ^ , c ^ , r ^ , V , s ^ , c Q , s ^ , a r e c o n s t a n t s . E q u a t i o n (5-6) i s e q u i v a l e n t t o : 
H - k + l ; ( r . , r . x l , k ' k + 1 ' ' N 
* ( T . _ ) = Max 
, r „ ) k-1 
" [ - ( a + c ^ ) ] ( r , ) + < r . ) [ E „ [ f . 
k " k ' - k ' k - V N - k ' ( r k + l ' r k + 2 ' - ' - ' r N ) ^ k 
C-ck](l-rk) + (l-rk)[E [ f ) ( T k . 1 + x k ) ] ] , i f 1 < ̂  
Tc k+1 k+2 N 
C V - V a k ] ( r k ) + ^ k ] ( 1 - r k ) + ( 1 - r k ) [ \ [ f N - k ; ( r v + 1 , - - - , r M ) ( T k - l + x k ) ] ] ' 
Tc k+1 N 
T V + V S R c O - A K ] ( R K ) + ̂ K ^ ' V + ( l - r k ) [ E CfN_k;( (V^)]], 
K K+1 N 
i f T , > L 
(5-7) 
B y c o l l e c t i n g t e r m s common t o r k a n d ( l - r k ) , r e s p e c t i v e l y , E q u a t i o n (5-7) may be r e w r i t t e n a s : 
) ( T k - i ) = ; a x 
[ - ( a . + c , ) + E „ [ f . ( T , , + x , ) ] ] ( r , ) 
k k x k L N - k ; ( r k + 1 , r k + 2 , - - . , r N ) ^ k-1 k ^ k 
+ C " C k + E x k C f N - ^ ( - k + l ' - - - ' r N ) ( T k - 1 + X k ) ] ] ( 1 " r k ) ' " ^ " D k 
[ V + V k - S l - c 0 - a k ] ( r k ) + Z-cy*L Zf { ^ 
k k+1 N 
• • . , r H ) ( T k - l + x k ) " ( 1 - r k ) « i f D k < T k - 1 <- L ( 5 " 8 ) 
< T v , + x . ) ] ] ( l - r . ) , i f T , . > L 
w i t h 
f o r k = 1 , 2 , • • • ,N-1 
f l ; ( r „ ) ( T N - l ) = f l ; ( l ) < W = " A X T 
V " a N ' i f T N - 1 <- °N = L 
V + V S R C 0 - A N ' I F V L > DH = L 
(5-9) 
T h e s o l u t i o n t o t h i s d e c i s i o n p r o b l e m b y t h e d y n a m i c p r o g r a m m i n g a p p r o a c h i n v o l v e s t h e s u c c e s s i v e a p p l i c a t i o n 
o f (5-8). 
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Illustrative Example. Consider a three-stage manufacturing 
system. The following data are assumed. 
• 1 c o = = 45 
h = 3 C l : = 10 a i = = 2 v i : = 45 S l = = 60 V = = 100 
\ -= 2 C 2 : = 20 a 2 : = 5 V 2 = = 55 S 2 : = 40 L = = 6 
a 3 -- 15 V 3 = 70 
It is apparent then that 
D = L = 6 A0 = 1 
A l = 4 
A 2 = 6 
Based upon the property of optimal inspection policy, there 
3-1 
would be 2 = 4 possible inspection programs, whose analyses are in 
order. 
Case 1. Suppose that the inspection program R is in the form 
(1,0,1). 
For k = 3, 
fl;(l) (V = I™ 
3 
V - a. , if T 2 < 6 
V + V S l- C0- a3' i f T 2 > 6 
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Max 
100-15 , if T 2 < 6 




, if T 2 < 6 
, if T 2 > 6 
For k = 2, 
f 2 S (0 , l ) ( T l> = " C2 + E x 2 C f l ; l ( V X 2 ) ] 
= "20 + I f l ; ( l )<W * P ( X 2 ; 2 ) 
Values of the function ^-(o 1 ) ^ 1 ^ a r e P r e s e n t e ^ i n T a b l e 15 
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Table 15. Values of the Function f2.(o l / T l ^ 
f2;(0,l) ( V = 






4 53 .70 
5 44.21 





10 29 .75 
11 29 .15 
12 27 .35 
For k = 1, 
- ( a 1 + C l ) + ^ f ^ y / T ^ ) ] , if T Q < D l 
V-S 1-a 1 , if D 1 < T Q < L 
v + V 1 - s 1 - c 0 - a 1 , if T Q > L 
f3 ; ( l,0 , l ) ( V = 
75 
f3;(l,0 ,l) (V = »** 
1 
( 2 + 1 0 ) +
 V f 2 ; ( 0 , l ) ( I 0 + X l ) ] ' l f T 0 K- Dl 
100-60-2 
100+45-60-45-2 
, if D x < T Q < 6 
, if T Q > 6 
Max 
~ 1 2 + I ^ j l O , ! ) ' ^ 1 • P ( X 1 ; 3 ) 
38 
38 
, if D1 < T Q < 6 
, if T Q > 6 
Values of the function f , ,(T ) are presented in Table 16 
O j ÎjUjlJ U 
is found to be 1. 
Table 16. Values of the Function f g . ^ Q Q) 
Accept 
"12 + I f 2 i ( 0 , l ) ( V X l ) ' P ( X 1 ; 3 ) 
X l 
Rej ect 
38 f3;(l,0,l) ( V 
0 44.67 38 44 .67 
1 39 .55 38 39 .55 
2 33.41 38 38 
3 27.22 38 38 
4 22.19 38 38 
5 18 .92 38 38 
6 16 .95 38 38 
Table 17 summarizes the expected gain associated with the 
policy. 
Table 17. Maximum Expected Gain for the Inspection Program 
R = (1,0,1), with T> = 1, and D g = 6 
FIRST STAGE SECOND STAGE THIRD STAGE 
To f (T ) r 3 ; ( l , 0 , i r V T i f 2;(o,l) (V T2 fl;(l)CV 
0 44 .67 0 64.83 0 85 
1 39 .55 1 64 .41 1 85 
2 38 2 63 .15 2 85 
3 38 3 60 .00 3 85 
4 38 4 53.70 4 85 
5 38 5 44 .21 5 85 
6 38 6 34.73 6 85 
7 30 .00 7 50 
8 30 .00 8 50 
9 29 .95 9 50 
10 29.75 10 50 
11 29 .15 11 50 





Case 2 . This is when R is given to be (0,1,1) 
For k = 3 
'iV-a 
f 1 ; ( 1 ) ( T 2 ) = Max 
3 
, if T 2 < 6 




, if T 2 _ 6 
, if T 2 > 6 
For k = 2 
f2 ; ( l , l ) ( V = 
-(a 2 +c 2) + E X 2 C f 1 ; ( 1 ) ( T 1 + x 2 ) ] , if Tj_ 
V - s 2 - a 2 
v + V 2 - S l - c 0 - a 2 
, if D, 
, If T. 
Max 
-(5+ 2 0 ) + E X 2 [ f 1 ; ( 1 ) ( T 1 + x 2 ) ] , if T x 
100-40-5 
100+55-60-45-5 
, if D, 
, if T 1 
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-25 + I f 1 . ( 1 ) ( T 1 + X 2 ) " P ( x 2 ; 2 ) j i f T l - D 2 
X 2 ' 
55 , if D 2 < T x < 6 
45 , if T > 6 
For each possible value of T^, ^ - ( l l / T l ^ ^ s determined and 
tabulated into Table 18. D 2 is found to be 3. 
Table 18. Values of the Function f 2 . ( 1 D C 1 ^ ) 
T l Accept Reject -L 
-25 + I f 1 ; ( 1 ) ( T 1 + X 2 ) * P ( x 2 ; 2 ) 55 f 2 ; < l , l ) < T l > 
X 2 
0 59.83 55 59 .83 
1—
' 59.41 55 59 .41 
2 58 .15 55 58.15 
CO 55.00 55 55.00 
4 48.70 55 55 
5 39 .21 55 55 
6 29.73 55 55 
7 25.00 45 45 
8 25.00 45 45 
9 24.95 45 45 
10 24.75 45 45 
11 24.15 45 45 




For k = 1 
3;(0,1,1) 0 1 x 2;(1,1) 0 1 
Xl 
Values of this function are given in Table 19. 
Table 19. Values of the function f q./ n \^r>) 
T 0 f3;(0,l,D = -10 + I f 2 < ( 1 1 ) ( T 0 + X l ) ' P ( x i ' 3 ) 








Expected gain summary for this inspection program is presented 
in Table 20. 
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Table 20. Maximum Expected Gain for the Inspection Program 
R = ( 0 , 1 , 1 ) , with D 2 = 3, and D g = 6 
FIRST STAGE SECOND STAGE THIRD STAGE 
T o f 3 ; ( 0 , l , l) (V T i f 2 s U , l ) ( V T 2 f i ; ( D ( V 
0 46.27 0 59.83 0 85 
1 44.85 1 59.41 1 85 
CM 43.31 2 58.15 2 85 
CO
 41.43 3 55.00 3 85 
4 39.05 4 55 4 85 
5 36.45 5 55 5 85 
6 33.97 6 55 6 85 
7 45 7 50 
8 45 8 50 
9 45 9 50 
10 45 10. 50 
11 45 11 50 






Case 3. This is the case in which screening inspection is to be 
performed at all stages. 
For k = 3 and k = 2, the values of f 1 . ( 1 ) ( T 2 ^ ) ' a n d f2-(l l/ Tl' )' 
respectively, are the same as those of Case 2. 
For k = 1 
f3;(l,l,l)<V = !** 
1 
- ( V V + E x 1 [ F 2 ! < l . 1 > < W : 1 , " T 0 i D l 
V-Vai 
V+Vi-Si-Vak 
, i f D 1 < T Q < L 
i f T Q > L 
Max 
D, 




, if D 1 < T Q < 6 
, if T Q > 6 
Max 
112 + I ^ ( i ^ / W * p ( x i ; 3 ) ' i f To K- Dl 
38 
38 
, D x < T Q < 6 
, if T Q > 6 
Tabulation of f 3 . ( 1  D ^ Q ) i s i n T a b l e 2 1 • D ! i s identified 
as 3. 
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Table 21. Values of the Function f , n ^ T n ^ 
j l \1,1«ij u 
-12 + } 
Accept 
? ^ ( L l / V i ' ' P ( X 1 ; 3 ) 
Reject 
f3 ; ( l , l , l ) ( V 
0 44.27 38 44.27 
1 42.85 38 42.85 
2 41.31 38 41.31 
CO 39 .43 38 39 .43 
4 37 .05 38 38 
5 34.45 38 38 
6 31.97 38 38 
Summary of expected gain of this policy (1,1,1) are given in 
Table 22. 
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Table 22. Expected Gain for the Inspection Program 
R = (1,1,1), with D = 3, D 2 = 3, and D g = 6 
FIRST STAGE SECOND STAGE THIRD STAGE 
T 0 f 3 ; ( l , l , D ( V T l f 2;(1,1) (V T 2 f l ; ( l ) ( V 
0 44.27 0 59 .83 0 85 
1 42.85 1 59.41 1 85 
2 41.31 2 58.15 2 85 
3 39.43 3 55 .00 3 85 
4 38 4 55 4 85 
5 38 5 55 5 85 
6 38 6 55 6 85 
7 45 7 50 
8 45 8 50 
9 45 9 50 
10 45 10 50 
11 45 11 50 





Case 4. This is the case in which R is considered to be (0,0,1). 
For k = 3, and k = 2, the values of the function ^^.M ( 1 ) ^ 2 ^ 9 A N D 
f , v(T ) are the same as those of Case 1. 
For k = 1 
Table 2 3 . Values of the Function f„ ,n n N N ( T „ ) 3 ; ( 0 , 0 , l ) v 0 
To 
- 1 0 
F 3 ; ( 0 , 0 , l ) ( T 0 ) = 
+ I ^ ( o a / W " p ( x i ; 3 ) 
X l 
0 4 6 . 6 7 
1 4 1 . 5 5 
2 35 . 4 1 
CO
 
29 . 2 2 
4 24 . 1 9 
5 2 0 . 9 2 
6 1 8 . 9 5 
Table 2 4 shows the return functions associated with this 
inspection program. 
f3;(0,0,l) (V = - 1 + E X l C f 2 ; ( 0 , l ) ( V X l ) ] 
x l 
Values of this function are presented in Table 23. 
Table 24. Expected Gain for the Inspection Program 
R = (0,0,1), with D 3 = 6 
FIRST STAGE SECOND STAGE THIRD STAGE 
f3;(0,0,l ) ( V T i T 2 f i ; ( i ) ( V 
0 46.67 0 64. .83 0 85 
1 41.55 1 64.41 1 85 
2 35 .41 2 63. ,15 2 85 
3 29 .22 3 60 . ,00 3 85 
4 24 .19 4 53. ,70 4 85 
5 20.92 5 44 . ,21 5 85 
6 18.95 6 34. ,73 6 85 
7 30. ,00 7 50 
8 30. ,00 8 50 
9 29 . ,95 9 50 
10 29 . ,75 10 50 
11 29 . ,15 11 50 






Determination of Inspection Location in a Production System 
The procedure for the determination of optimal inspection loca­
tion, developed in the preceding chapter, can also be used in this 
production environment. 
As an illustration, consider the same example. Suppose it is 
desired to find the optimal inspection program R . 
After f 2 - (o l / T l ^ a n d f2*(l l/TV a r e d e t e r m i n e d (Table 16 
and 19, respectively), the next step is to find r . It is found that 
Max[E T C f 2 . ( 1 D̂ V1, E T C f 2 - ( 0 , 1 ) ( T 1 ) ] ] = M a x ^ 5 6 - 6 0 » 51.21] = 56.60 
P 2 1 1 P 2 
A 
Thus r = 1. The partial inspection program (1,1) is retained, 
a n d
 f2;(l,l)(V 1 3 t r a n s f o r m ^ d l n t o f3;(o,l,l)(V- f3;(0,l,l)(V ls 
then compared with 1 l / T 0 ^ a n d f 3 • (1 0 1) ̂ T0 ̂ ' l1" i s d e t e r m i n e d 
that 
fxCET0Cf3;(l,0,l)(V]' E T 0 [ f 3 ; ( l , l , D ( T 0 ) ] ' E T 0 [ f 3 ; ( 0 , l , l ) ( T 0 ) ] ] 
= Max[41.025, 42.788, 44.757] = 44.757 
r. 
Thus = 0 and R = (0,1,1). It may be concluded that it is 
economical to locate screening inspection at stage 2, in addition to 
that at stage 3. 
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Variation 2 Analysis 
For this variation, a manufacturing item that has defects more 
than the specification limit, when inspected, will be scrapped and sold 
for value ^(V^' < V). A new item will be reprocessed into regular 
processing. The decision problem considered here is the determination 
* 
of optimal inspection program R . 
Procedure for Determination of Optimal Inspection Program 
1 . Given V, V^(k = 1 , 2 , 3 , • • • , N - 1 ) , use the procedure developed 
in Chapter IV to find R'\ Call this R" , R 1- 0" 1. Find [f Drol( TJ]-
1 Q IN ;K L J 0 
2 . Use this E [f r n ( T j ] + v' as V, , find R*. Call this 
* M 0 N ; R L 0 J ° K K 
R \ R L 1 J . Find E [f M ( T N ) ] . 
0 N;R 
3 . Use E_ [f n n ( T n ) ] + V' as V find R [ 2 ] and E [f r o n(T n)] 
4. Continue in this manner until at some iteration, say the 
Ath iteration, R is found. E [f r n(T )] is determined. Suppose 
! 0 N;R L J T J ° 
there is no change in the value of E [f r -,(T )] and l0 N;R 1 J ° 
E [f r o n ( T )]. Terminate the calculation. The optimal inspection 
0 N ; R r« 
plan for the system is R 
Summary 
The environmental situation of producing to a fixed quota is 
considered in the chapter. It is subdivided into two variations. Vari­
ation 1 uses special processing in reprocessing a substitute. It is 
shown by an example,that the procedure developed, for the case of pro­
duction from a fixed stock, can be applied for this variation too in 
determining the optimal inspection policy. Variation 2 uses regular 
processing for producing a new item. A procedure using successive 
iterations is suggested. 
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CHAPTER VI 
DETERMINATION OF THE SEQUENCE FOR 
INSPECTION OF MULTIPLE DEFECT TYPES 
Introduction 
The objective of this chapter is to consider the case in which 
the manufacturing item may acquire multiple types of defects at any pro­
duction operation of the system. A cost model associated with the test­
ing sequence is developed. A procedure for obtaining the minimum cost 
inspection sequence is proposed, along with an illustrative example. 
Statement of the Problem 
Consider the manufacturing system in which M types of defects 
may be generated on an item at all production operations according to 
stationary Poisson distributions. The defect types are independently 
distributed, and are not mutually exclusive. Production operations 
are assumed to be mutually independent so that the number of defects 
acquired in one operation are independent of those acquired at any other 
operation. Furthermore, no defects are removed by subsequent production 
operations. 
At an inspection station of any stage, the item is subjected to 
a sequence of inspection tests—one for each defect type. The inspec­
tion operation is terminated when more than L defects are found; other­
wise, it will continue until all M defect types are inspected. It is 
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assumed that the order of testing is insignificant from the technical 
standpoint, and that the inspection cost per item for each defect type 
is independent of the position of the test in the sequence. The deci­
sion problem is then concerned with determining the testing sequence 
which will result in the minimum expected inspection cost per item. 
This expected unit inspection cost associated with optimal testing 
sequence will then play the role of â .(k = 1»2,**',N) does in the case 
of single defect type already discussed in Chapters IV and V. 
Symbolic Formulation of the Problem 
The following notations are necessarily introduced for the pur­
pose of formulating the symbolic model of this decision problem: 
y . = Number of jth type defects introduced by production 
3 operation k (k = 1,2,---,N-1; j = 1 , 2 , 3 , , M ) . 
y . is generated according to stationary Poisson 
distribution. 
y . = Number of type j defects coming with raw material, 
(j = 1,2, •••,M). Y Qj is also Poisson distributed 
w . = Mean of the distribution of y, ., (k = 0,1,2, 
k ] N-1; j = 1,2,...,M). k J 
k-1 
y. = Cumulative number of type j defects in an item 
through production operation k - 1, (j = 1,2, •••,M). 
k-1 . k-1 ft. = Mean of the distribution of y. , (j = 1,2, •••,M). 
] J 
Thus, the following relations will exist: 
j = 1,2,---,M 
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"j"1 = W03 + Wlj + W2j + + Vl.j k = 1>2>"*>N ( 6 " 2 ) 
j = 1,2,---,M 
x , X , A , T are defined as before. The following relation-
K K K K 
ships prevail: 
M 
x R = I y for k = 0,1,2, N-l (6-3) 
j=l 
M 
\ = I w for k = 0,1,2, N-l (6-4) 
k j=l k : 
Tk-1 = X 0 + Xl + X 2 + +Vl 
r i ii 11 ii 
• \ Y°i + \ ylJ + -\ Y2J + + -\ Yk-l,j 
:=i :=i :=i :=i M 
.I=i(yoj +y2j + ••• + y ^ J 
Therefore, from (6-1) 
T = J V.'1 (6-5) k-
: 
k 
= TI ̂  
Ak-1 = X0 + X l + X7 + "• + *k-l 
M M M M 
= y w_. + y w,. + y w„. + ••• + y w. _ . 
j=i03 j=i13 j=i2] j=i k - u i 
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M 
= y w n. + w,. + . + ••• + w, , . 
j= x °J i: 2: k-i,: 
Thus, from (6-2) 
A = I ftk_1 (6-6) 
k _ 1
 j = i 3 
Figure 10 shows the graphical representation of these notations. 
The circles represent production operations of the system. Above the 
production line are the defects of M types generated at each stage. 
The mean of the defects are shown correspondingly below the line. 
Let 
a . = cost per item for inspecting type j defect in the 
: kth stage, (k = 1,2,-",N; j = 1,2, • — 9M) . Assume 
a^j > 0 for all k's and j's. 
Q = testing sequence composing M elements. 
= ( E H , [2], [3], [j], [M]}, where [j] is 
the type of defect inspected in the jth position 
of the testing sequence. 
For any inspection sequence, Q, the expected cost per unit 
would be: 
a k ( Q ) = a k , : i : ' 1 + ak,[ 2] • ^ c i ] £ L ] + ak,[ 3] ( 6 - 7 ) 
+ a k , [ M ] ^ y ^ • y £ + - yj£_l2 <- L] 
Figure 10. Graphical Representation of Multiple Defect Types 
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In words, a^.(Q) M A Y i>e equivalently expressed as 
M 
av̂ Q) = I r*i ' P^CNo rejection through test [j-1]] 
or, 
K- ^ x k-i 
a
k
( Q ) = * a k , [ j ] •
 PrCJ0 y m 1 L ] ( 6 " 8 ) 
where, 
^ \ O ] * L ] 1 = 1 
Let Q = minimum cost inspection sequence 
In other words, 
a R(Q ) < a k(Q) for all Q 
One trivial way to find Q is through the complete enumeration 
method. One would have to calculate the cost per item inspected of all 
M! possible sequences. The sequence giving the least cost is selected 
as Q . For large M, this calculation is to be time-consuming and, for 
very large M, not feasible. Thus, it is necessary to develop some 
"*"This is due to the fact that for test [1], regardless of the 
number of defects found, cost a n r, -, is certain to incur. 
k,[l] 
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* procedure to find Q with less computational efforts. 
It should be observed that there are two factors involved in the 
cost model developed. The first one would be a, ., the unit cost for 
k] 
inspection for each defect type. One would be inclined to select the 
defect type with the smallest a . for the first position, the one with 
the second smallest for the second position, and the defect type 
with largest a. for the Mth position. However, one cannot overlook 3 K 
the second factor--the probability of no rejection through test [j-l]. 
One would be motivated to select defect types successively such that 
more than L defects will be found as soon as possible . Also implicit 
in this factor is that, even though the selection of defect type for 
position [j] is made, its probability property cannot be utilized right 
away, but is delayed for use in the [j+l]th term. The procedure to 
select Q , therefore, would have to take these two factors into con­
sideration. 
Procedure for Selecting Minimum 
Cost Inspection Sequence 
Before the procedure is stated, it is necessary to state and 
prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 
In a stationary Poisson process, for a fixed argument, the 
increase in value of the parameter will result in decreasing the value 
of the cumulative distribution function. 
Proof of the Lemma. Let A and B be independently Poisson dis­
tributed with mean X^ and X^, respectively. Assume than X^ is greater 
than X . L is a positive integer. 
L e A 
Pr[A < L] = I _ _ L 
A = 0 A' 
According to Haight [4, p. 2], 
-A 
L e 1 A A r(L+l ,X.) 
Pr[A < L] = Y ±- = i_ 
A=0 A ! r ( L + 1 ^ 
where 
T(L+1,A ) = / e " t t L d t 
r(L+l) = / e t t Ldt 
0 
Similarly, 
_ A 2 B L e X° r(L+l,A.) 
Pr[B < L] = J - = i_ 
B=0 B ! r ( L + 1 ) 
where 
0 0 
T(L+1,A ) = / e _ t t Ldt 
A2 




Pr[A < L] - Pr[B < L] = 
r ( L + l , X ) r(L+i,x2) 
r(L+i) r ( L + i ) 
rCL+i .X j^) - r ( L + i , x 2 ) _ _ 
/ e _ t t Ldt - / e _ t t Ldt 
r ( L + i ) 
/ v t Ldt 
> 0 
r(L+i) 
Therefore, Pr[A < L] is greater than Pr[B < L ] , and the lemma 
is proved. 
The procedure for determining the least cost inspection sequence, 
Q , may be described as follows: 
1. For the first position, [1], one will have to determine the 
quantity: 
a, .[l-PrCy^lL]] for j ^ i, j = 1,2,3,---,M 
KJ 1 
and then find j that satisfies: 
a. .[l-Pr[y k _ 1<L]] < a, .[l-Pr[y k _ 1<L]] (6-9) ki l ki 1 
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Assign such j to [1]. 
2. For jth position of the inspection sequence, 
([j]e{[2],[3], • • - ,[M-1]}), evaluate: 
for j + i and both j and i \ {[1],[2], • • •[j-1]} 
Find j that satisfies the condition 
awCPl\L y[« - L ] " P r CX ha + y i _ 1 s L ] ] ( 6 " 1 0 ) 
< a ^ E P r E ^ 1 y
k - 1 < L] - PrcY y^1 t y*" 1 < L]] 
k l £-0 [£] £ = 0 U J 3 
Designate that j to [j]. 
3. Use the elimination method to identify the test that does not 
belong to the set {[1],[2],[3], • ••,[M-2],[M-1]}, and assign it to the 
last position, [M]. 
k-1 
It should be noted that, for step 1, if Pr[y^ < L] is 1, then 
use only a, . in comparison. 
j-1 j-1 
For step 2, if both Pr[ £ y*~l < L] and Pr[ £ yf~] y k _ 1 < L] 
£=0 L* J £=0 L* J 1 
are equal to 1, then use â _. only in comparison. 
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j " 1 k - 1 2 Whenever Pr[ £ y r < L] of step 2 is zero , it implies that £=0 L J 6 J " 
L defects are found and the testing sequence is terminated. 
Proof 
Consider a sequence Q not formed according to the procedure 
given above. In particular, assume that Q contains tests for inspecting 
3 
defect types J and J + 1 in positions [i] and [i + 1], respectively , 
such that 
> w« X y « £ l ] - p r c X " k- L ] ] 
Assume Q and Q otherwise identically formed. 
By hypothesis, 
ax j C P r [X y*« - L3 " ^Xo y*« + y ^ - L" (6_11) 
2 j; 1 k-i 
Theoretically, Pr[ ) y r -. < L] is never zero, because of the 
£=0 U J 
property of Poisson random variable. However, it may be very close to 
zero. One way to justify this is to use a standard Poisson Table. 
3 * 
Such tests J and J + 1 must exist or Q and Q would be 
identical. 
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Contributions to a^CQ) by terms associated with tests J and 
J + 1 in positions [i] and [i+1], respectively, are: 
Ci] a k J P r e ? y £ < L] 
For Q , according to the foregoing procedure, tests J + 1 and 
J are in positions [i] and [i + 1], respectively. Similarly, contribu­
tions to a^(Q ) by terms associated with tests J and J + 1 are: 
C i ] ! ^ K f o yt« £ L ] 
[ i + l ] : a k J P r C y [ « + YJ+1 S L ] 
Therefore, 
a k(Q) - a k(Q*) = akJ[Pr[Y y ^ < L] - Vrlf y ^ + y £ < L]] 
+ a
k, J +i C P r C X 0 y c « + ̂  L ] - * * \ ( 0 y m * L ] ] 
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or 
a k ( Q ) - ak(Q'!) = ^ [ P r C ? y ] £ < L ] - Vrl'l y £ + y £ <- L ] ] 
- \tJ^no y [ « * ^ - y k « + y k _ 1 - L ] ] 
According to (6-11), a^(Q) ~ a^^Q ) > 0. Thus, the inspection 
sequence obtained by the foregoing procedure will yield the minimum 
expected cost per item. 
Illustration 
Consider the production system, in which three types of defects 
(i.e., M = 3) are generated at any production operation. At a particular 
stage k, suppose the data are: 
ftkl = 2 a. = 3 L = 7 1 kl 
fl*"1 = 4 a k 2 = 5 
To identify j, (j = 1,2,3), for [1], it is determined that 
a. [1 - Pr[y 0 k- 1<7;]] = (3)(0.051) = 0.153 
a k l C l 
a k 2 [ 1 
- Pr[y k 1<7]] = (3)(0.256) = 0.768 
= (5X0.001) = 0.005 - PrCy^" 1^]] 
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a k 2 C l - P r E y k _ 1 < 7 ] ] = (5)(0.256) = 1.280 
a k 3 [ l - Pr[y k _ 1<7]] = (7)(0.001) = 0.007 
a k 3 [ l - Pr[y 2 _ 1<7]] = (7)(0.051) = 0.357 
Check if a ^ E l - P r E y ^ " 1 ^ ] ] < [1 - P r [ y k _ 1 < 7 ] ] , but 0.153 is 
greater than 0.005. Thus, the inequality does not hold; type 1 defect 
is not considered for position 1. 
Next, check if a ^ E l - Pr[y k _ 1<7]] < a ^ E l - P r E y ^ " 1 ^ ] , but 
1.28 0 is greater than 0.357. Therefore, type 2 defect is not con­
sidered for position 1. 
This leaves only type 3 defect to be considered for [1]. It is 
necessary to compare type 1 and type 3. The condition 
a [1 - Pr[y k" 1<7]] < a [1 - Pr[y k _ 1<7]] holds, for 0.007 is less than 
K o J . K - L o 
0.768. 
Since type 3 defect satisfies Equation (6-9), it is assigned to 
position 1. Thus, [1] = 3. 
For position 2, it is found that: 
a k l [ P r [ y k _ 1 < 7 ] - PrEy^" 1* y k _ 1 < 7 ] ] = (3)[0.744-0.220] = 1.572 
a R 2 E P r E y k X<7] - P r E y k _ 1 + y k _ 1 < 7 ] ] = (5 )[0 .744-0.453] = 1.455 
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According to (6-10), designate type 2 defect into position 2 of 
the inspection sequence, i.e., [2] = 2. 
Using elimination method, type 1 defect is assigned to position 
3. 
Therefore: cf = {3,2,1} 
= 7 + 5(0.744) + 3(0.220) 
= 11.380 
As a matter of assurance, the a k ( Q ) f ° r all possible inspection 












As it is seen, no other sequence is better than Q = {3,2,1} 
Savings in Computational Effort 
It may be of interest to determine the savings in computational 
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effort that may be attained through the use of the procedure. Assume 
that computing each term of Equation (6-7) represents one unit of 
computational effort, and so does each term in steps 1 and 2 of the 
procedure. The complete enumeration of all possible inspection 
sequences would mean a total computing effort of (M! )(M) units. With 
1 2 
the use of the procedure, it will require — M(M -1) computing units 
to determine the minimum cost inspection sequence. Comparisons between 
the two methods, for some selected value of M, are tabulated as follows: 
M (M! )M ^(M)(M 
CM
 4 2 
CO 18 CO 
4 72 20 
5 360 40 
6 2160 70 
7 15120 112 
It may be apparent that the savings in computational effort 
would be even greater for larger value of M. 
Summary 
Initially presented in this chapter was the framework of the 
production system in which multiple types of defects may be generated 
at any operation. A model was developed to find the expected cost per 
item for a sequence of inspection. The development of a procedure to 
determine the optimal inspection sequence was then presented, along 
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with an illustration. The procedure is efficient in comparison with 
the complete enumeration method. 
It was pointed out that the decision problem of determining 
optimum inspection sequence can be performed separately from those 
of locating inspection points, and finding specification limits. All 
are related in the sense that the expected inspection cost per item 
A 
associated with an optimal testing sequence, a^(Q ), will have to be 
determined before the other two decision problems could be solved. 
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CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusions 
Conclusions evolved from this study are summarized as follows: 
1. In general, there is an economic advantage in tightening the 
specifications for in-process screening inspections. 
2. For a given inspection program, a dynamic programming 
approach can be used to determine the most economical specification 
limits. The computational procedure is not complex and is practical. 
Savings in computing effort can be obtained in the case where there are 
some runs of no-inspection stages in the inspection program. It is 
observed that, even though identical decision rules are used for final 
inspection operation, the two production environments considered result 
in different specification limits. 
3. Dynamic programming methods can be utilized as the basis 
for determining the economically optimal locations of inspection points 
in a production system—that is, the optimal inspection program. The 
computational scheme involved is practical, and easily implemented. 
Decision tree diagrams prove to be an appropriate way to illustrate the 
structure of the inspection location problem. It is noted that this 
class of decision problem is interrelated with that of finding specifi­
cation limits. 
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4. The procedure for determination of the minimum cost 
inspection sequence proves to be useful, since significant savings in 
computational effort are realized in comparison with the complete 
enumeration approach. It is concluded that this inspection sequence 
problem can be treated separately from the other two decision 
problems. 
Recommendations 
In the course of carrying out this study, some potentially 
useful areas of research, relating to in-process inspection activity, 
were found and are listed below: 
1. In this study, consideration was given only to product 
control inspection wherein inspection is performed for the purpose of 
determining the disposition of the product. However, it should be 
realized that information obtained from such inspection may be of some 
value in the control of production process. Further study concerning 
process control would be of interest. 
2. It is assumed in this research that no defects are removed 
by subsequent production operations. It would be useful to investigate 
the problem when this assumption is relaxed. It is probable that more 
information about the process would be required. 
3. It would prove valuable to study the case in which multiple 
types of defects exist and their degrees of severity are not the same. 
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